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This dissertation contributes with novel predictive modelling approaches to data-driven computational psychiatry and offers alternative analyses frameworks to the standard statistical analyses in psychiatric research. In particular, this document advances research in medical data mining, especially psychiatry, via two phases. In the first phase, this document promotes research by proposing synergistic machine learning and statistical approaches for detecting patterns and developing predictive models in clinical psychiatry data to classify diseases, predict treatment outcomes or improve treatment selections. In particular, these data-driven approaches are built upon several machine learning techniques whose predictive models have been pre-processed, trained, optimised, post-processed and tested in novel computationally intensive frameworks. In the second phase, this document advances research in medical data mining by proposing several novel extensions in the area of data classification by offering a novel decision tree algorithm, which we call PIDT, based on parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches toward building more accurate decision trees classifiers and developing new ensemble-based classification methods. In particular, the experimental results show that by building predictive models with the novel PIDT algorithm, these models primarily led to better performance regarding accuracy and tree size than those built with traditional decision trees. The contributions of the proposed dissertation can be summarised as follow. Firstly, several statistical and machine learning algorithms, plus techniques to improve these algorithms, are explored. Secondly, prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use are developed. Thirdly, a new computationally intensive machine learning framework for understanding the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis was introduced. Then, complementary and equally sophisticated prediction models for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use were developed using artificial neural networks and deep learning within the proposed novel computationally intensive framework. Lastly, an efficient novel decision tree algorithm (PIDT) based on novel parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches is proposed and tested with several medical datasets. These contributions can be used to guide future theory, experiment, and treatment development in medical data mining, especially psychiatry.
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Chapter 1  Introduction

1.1  Research context and motivation

From the day life existed, decision making has been a part of the evolution of the human species. Humans make most of their decisions based on information and their experiences. To make an accurate decision they usually look for patterns in their past experiments, and then decide on their best action. At present, more data and experiences have become available due to the massive increase in computers' abilities.

In many domains, where data is growing rapidly, there is always useful hidden information that needs to be extracted. For example, current patient records are stored on a regular basis, and this data may be used in extracting patterns for diseases, or for estimating health risk automatically, etc. Therefore, there is a need for knowledge discovery methods to be devised and applied to such data [1].

The process of deriving knowledge from data has long existed, and was previously based on traditional statistical analyses and interpretations. These analyses and interpretations for data domains such as health, finance, business, and marketing usually rely on the specialists' skills to read into the data, which makes these analyses and interpretations costly and often only able to produce limited results. As adequate computer capacity and the volume of data increase, traditional approaches are often inappropriate. In this context, modern machine learning techniques are suited to improve the quality of these analyses and interpretations significantly.

The field of machine learning has advanced at a tremendous pace in recent years, with advanced predictive techniques being developed and improved upon. In order for these technologies to become truly refined, they must be applied to a variety of fields and subsequently challenged to find relevant solutions [2]. One such area of application is the field of medical research, which has a broad range of potential uses for machine learning [3] [4] [5].

Recently, machine learning techniques have emerged as a promising approach to medical prediction. For instance, recent works have sought to compare a variety of algorithms in predicting patient survival after breast cancer [6] and surgery for hypocellularity carcinoma [7]. In addition, machine learning techniques have proven their abil-
ity in predicting mental diseases such as Alzheimer’s [8]. These studies suggest that machine learning can provide medical research with powerful techniques beyond the traditional statistical approaches mostly used in this area, such as statistical tests, linear, and logistic regression. In biomedical engineering, several recent papers have explored the potential for classification algorithms to detect disease [9] [10]. This has led to the publication of additional guidance for medical researchers on how to interpret and question such findings [11]. Last but not least, there is tremendous interest in current interdisciplinary research into exploiting the power of machine and statistical learning to enable further progress in the new and promising area of precision medicine, in which predictive modelling plays a key role in forecasting treatment outcomes, and thus decisively contributes to optimising and personalising treatments for patients [5] [12].

A promising new approach is the use of computational modelling approaches to psychiatry [4]. Computational psychiatry has made it possible to combine enormous levels and types of computation with several types of data in an effort to advance classification of mental disease, predict treatment outcomes, and improve treatment selection [13] [14].

Computational psychiatry is considered an essential area of research, yet there are still many difficult tasks that need to be carried out precisely and efficiently. Most studies in medical research (such as psychiatry) are only explanatory research and do not involve risk prediction modelling using machine learning algorithms. Moreover, incomplete or inconsistent records, as well as the methodologies used (based mostly on conventional and straightforward statistical methods as pointed out above) limit many existing studies. These methods are traditionally well recognised and used in medical research (such as psychiatry), but in many situations do not match the great potential of modern machine learning methods.

Motivated by the above discussion, the present work is devoted to proposing synergistic statistical and machine learning approaches to medical data mining and precision medicine in the area of psychiatric research. In particular, this dissertation proposes a predictive modelling approach to data-driven computational psychiatry.
1.2 Thesis statement

This document advances research in data mining via two phases. In the first phase, this dissertation focuses on developing a synergistic statistical and machine learning approach to medical data mining and precision medicine to improve patient care. In particular, this work proposes novel prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use. A significant effort in this study was the data pre-processing due to inherent challenges present in data collected in a case-control study involving many missing values, multiple encodings of related information, and a significantly large number of variables, etc. The innovative approaches are built upon several machine learning techniques whose predictive models have been optimised in a computationally intensive framework. Then, a new computationally intensive machine learning framework for understanding the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis was introduced. Finally, prediction models for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use were developed using artificial neural networks and deep learning with the proposed novel computationally intensive framework.

In the second phase, the dissertation focuses on developing new machine learning algorithms that are particularly suitable for medical research. In particular, we propose novel and enhanced algorithms that produce models with high explanatory power, such as decision trees based on new families of impurities and statistical pruning approaches. The novel decision tree algorithm called PIDT, which is based on parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches, is proposed and tested with several medical datasets.

1.3 Aims and objectives

The aim of this thesis is to develop predictive modelling data-driven approaches to computational psychiatry to advance classification of mental disease, predict treatment outcomes, or improve treatment selection. To this end, the thesis proposes synergistic statistical and machine learning approaches to medical data mining and precision medicine in the area of psychiatric research. It also proposes new machine learning algorithms that have high explanatory power and are particularly suitable for medical research.
To this end, several medical datasets are presented to report the advantages and the disadvantages of the machine and statistical learning algorithms. This includes the clinical psychiatry data (first-episode psychosis - cannabis clinical dataset) introduced to build novel predictions models and to detect new patterns in patients’ data [15]. The clinical psychiatry data was used to develop predictive modelling data-driven approach to computational psychiatry to advance classifications of mental disease. In order to accomplish this aim, the following objectives should be met.

Objective 1: systematically review and analyse the area of computational psychiatry and the challenges involved.

Objective 2: Derive statistical and machine learning methods for predictive modelling of mental diseases, focusing on psychosis associated with cannabis use, and investigate their use and performance.

Objective 3: Propose approaches to further enhance the predictive value of the derived methods.

Objective 4: Derive methods with high explanatory power suitable for computational psychiatry research.

The above objectives are associated with some important research questions that the thesis aims to answer.

I. Can one use a clinical data to build prediction models for mental diseases such as the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use? This refers to Objective 2.

II. How can one improve the prediction of mental illness in the presence of a significantly large number of missing values and unbalanced classes in case-control data? What is the variability of predictions in the presence of missing values? Are these prediction models stable enough? These refer to Objective 3.

III. Do some predictors, such as cannabis use attributes, in clinical psychiatry data [15] have predictive information for mental illness, such as the first episode psychosis? What is the predictive value of these predictors on mental illness, such as first episode psychosis? These refer to Objective 2 and 3.

IV. Can the prediction models be improved with post-processing techniques? Can the prediction models be improved via optimising the cut-off point selection on the ROC curve? These refer to Objective 3.
V. Can one develop a new machine learning algorithm that has high explanatory power, such as decision trees, for medical research? This refers to Objective 4.

VI. How attribute selection should be done and what impurity measures should be used? How overfitting can be avoided? These refer to Objective 4.

1.4 Methodology

Different research problems involve different research methodologies. The main categories of research approaches that were used in the thesis are experimental research, build research, process research and simulation research. These research strategies are described as follow. The first methodology, which is mainly used, is the experimental methodology which uses experiments designed to test hypothesis. It often involves record keeping, experimental setup design, and experimental results reporting. All the experiments and results should be reproducible. The second methodology is the build methodology which often encompasses designing the software system, reusing components, choosing an adequate programming language, and considering testing all the time. The third methodology is the process methodology which often includes software process, methodological issues, and cognitive modelling. The final methodology is the simulation methodology which uses computer simulations to address question difficult to answer in the real application.

This thesis includes several comparative studies which usually employ several techniques, and try to find which one is better. Answering this question should be for a given purpose, which is not necessarily absolute ranking, such as proposing predictive modelling approaches to data-driven computational psychiatry. Other research questions like “where are the differences?” and “What are the trade-offs?” need to be answered as well in this research method.

The above research method should be applied to a “clinical psychiatry data” and typically compared in the form of a table.

1.5 Structure of the thesis and contributions

The thesis is organised as follows. Background information on the machine learning modelling procedure was used to establish the results in this work, and strategies to improve
the procedures are provided in Chapter 2. The overall data processing framework/pipeline is proposed in Chapter 3 as well as a series of standard results, definitions, and models of existing statistical and machine learning algorithms related to this study are reviewed. In Chapter 4, novel prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use are derived. A new machine learning framework for understanding the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis is presented in Chapter 5. More powerful prediction models for first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use via neural networks and deep learning, are provided in Chapter 6. A novel decision tree algorithm PIDT based on new families of impurity measures and statistical pruning approaches for building optimised decision trees are introduced and used to understand successfully the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, conclusions are drawn, and future research directions are discussed.

Overall, the thesis is organised into six chapters and a common conclusion. The main contents of each chapter are briefly outlined below.

**Chapter 2 – Background and problem.** Background information on the machine learning modelling procedure is used to establish the results in this work, and strategies to improve them are set out in this chapter. This includes information on the data used in this dissertation, data preparation techniques, resampling techniques, and estimating the model performances.

**Chapter 3 – Methodology.** This chapter presents the general data processing framework/pipeline first, and then it will allow customising/tailoring this framework to fit the needs of each chapter. The proposed framework can be tailored to the needs of a particular dataset, or to answer a specific research question, by using a particular method/technique. Also, a series of standard results, definitions, and models of the existing statistical and machine learning algorithms related to this study are provided.

**Chapter 4 - Novel prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use.** The predictive value of cannabis-related variables concerning first-episode psychosis is demonstrated in this chapter by showing that there is a statistically significant difference between the performance of the
predictive models built with and without cannabis variables. We were inspired in this approach by the Granger causality techniques [16], which are used to demonstrate that some variables have predictive information on other variables in a regression context, as opposed to classification, which is mainly the case in our framework. Moreover, we investigate how different patterns of cannabis use relate to new cases of psychosis, via association analysis and Bayesian techniques such as Apriori and Bayesian Networks, respectively.

Chapter 5 - A new machine learning framework for understanding the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis. This chapter proposes a refined machine learning framework for understanding the links between cannabis use and first episode psychosis. The novel framework concerns extracting predictive patterns from clinical data using optimised and post-processed models based on Gaussian processes and support vector machines algorithms. The cannabis use attributes’ predictive power is investigated and we demonstrate statistically and with ROC analysis that their presence in the dataset enhances the prediction performance of the models with respect to models built on data without these specific attributes.

Chapter 6 – Predicting first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use with artificial neural networks and deep learning. This chapter proposes a novel machine learning approach, based on neural networks and deep learning algorithms, to developing highly accurate predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. Our approach is also based on a novel methodology of optimising and post-processing the predictive models in a computationally intensive framework. A study of the trade-off between the volume of the data and the extent of uncertainty due to missing values, both of which influence predictive performance, enhanced this approach. The performance capabilities of the predictive models are enhanced and evaluated by a methodology consisting of novel model optimisation and testing, which integrates a phase of model tuning, a phase of model post-processing with ROC optimisation based on maximum accuracy, Youden and top-left methods, and a model evaluation with the k-fold cross-testing novel methodology (explained in the previous chapter). We further extended our framework by investigating cannabis use attributes’ predictive power and demonstrating statistically that their presence in the dataset enhances the prediction performance of the artificial
neural networks presented in this chapter. Finally, the model stability is explored via simulations with 2000 repetitions of the model building and evaluation experiments.

**Chapter 7 - PIDT: A novel decision tree algorithm based on parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches.** This chapter presents novel splitting attribute selection criteria based on some families of parameterised impurities that we propose here to be used in the construction of optimal decision trees. These criteria rely on families of strict concave functions that define the new generalised parameterised impurity measures that we applied in devising and implementing our PIDT novel decision tree algorithm. This chapter also proposes the S-condition based on statistical permutation tests, whose purpose is to ensure that the reduction in impurity, or gain, for the selected attribute is statistically significant. The idea behind proposing such algorithms is to build accurate prediction models that are easy to interpret and explain to psychiatry experts.

**Chapter 8 - Conclusion and directions for future work.** The main results are summarised, and future research directions are discussed.
Chapter 2  Background and problem definition

2.1  Data-driven computational psychiatry

Machine learning algorithms have already begun to prove their particular capabilities in and contributions to medical research and applications [4]. In particular, machine learning techniques have been successfully used in diagnosing psychosis [17], analysing diabetic patients’ data [18] [19], classifying leukaemia [20], and detecting heart conditions in electrocardiogram (ECG) data [21], etc. These studies show that machine learning has proven to be capable of dealing with challenging medical data, in particular with the ambiguous nature of the ECG signal data, for which machine learning algorithms show outstanding results compared to other methods [20] [21].

These days, more health care providers are replacing traditional paper notes with electronic patient records. In addition, the use of advanced technologies, such as computers, personal digital assistants, smartphones, etc., has enabled information to become more available and accurate [3]. This led to a tremendous increase in the electronic health data, creating a promising basis for applying machine learning algorithms to extract insights from data.

Currently, machine learning algorithms are in the process of revolutionising health. In the same way as machine learning has made an enormous difference to business and industry, it will just as undoubtedly enhance medical research and improve the practice of healthcare providers. The medical field is considered a critical area of research, yet there are still many difficult tasks that need to be carried out precisely and efficiently. The future success of health sector planning, and of health care in general, will be in the adoption of intelligent systems where robotics and machine learning intersect. In order for health sector planning to catch up with this fast-changing environment, machine learning must be at the core of most strategies. For example, new developments in psychiatry concern the so-called data-driven computational psychiatry, which relies heavily on the use of machine learning [4]. Data-driven computational psychiatry has made it possible to combine enormous levels and types of computation with several types of data in an
effort to advance classification of mental disease, predict treatment outcomes, or improve treatment selection [13] [14].

Most studies in medical research (such as psychiatry) so far are only explanatory research and do not comprise risk prediction modelling using machine learning algorithms. In addition, many existing studies are limited by incomplete or inconsistent records, but also by the methodologies used, which are based mostly on conventional and straightforward statistical methods. These methods are traditionally well recognised and used in medical research (such as psychiatry), but in many situations, they do not match the large potential of the modern machine learning methods.

In this chapter, we discuss and summarise different machine and statistical learning techniques that are suitable for use in the medical field, especially in psychiatry. Medical research involves many problems that benefit from analysing data based on techniques of data pre-processing, predictive modelling, clustering, and so on. In predictive modelling in particular, the task is to predict the outcome associated with a particular patient given a feature vector describing that patient. In clustering, patients are grouped because they share similar characteristics, and in data pre-processing operations such as feature selection, the task is to select the most relevant attributes to predict the outcome for a patient [2].

Many of these data pre-processing algorithms are described in this chapter. However, we should note that no single algorithm is superior to others in all the problems. The algorithm needs to match the structure and the particularities of the problem at hand, in order to obtain useful information or an accurate model. The ultimate aim is to develop models that use predictors or known features to create predictive models that will be utilised for predicting the output [22]. However, choosing the suitable algorithm and developing a model are not the only aspects we need to consider; other data mining phases such as data pre-processing and model post-processing are also involved. Therefore, extracting knowledge from data involves all these phases of processing.

The first stage, which is the pre-processing stage, has three sub-processes: data filtering, data cleaning, and data transformation and projection. Data filtering is responsible for the selection process of relevant data to be analysed. Data cleaning involves handling data problems such as treating missing values, smoothing noise in data, removing outliers, etc. Data transformation is responsible for aggregation, normalisation, and
unit conversion, and helps to speed up the process, improve performance, and decrease problem complexity.

The processing stage consists of some sub-processes such as model generation, tuning and building, and evaluating the output model. Model generation and tuning are some of the most critical sub-processes. The model generation and tuning are iterative processes comprising three steps: choosing the algorithm and its parameters, building the model, and evaluating the model. The goal of this process is to find the best parameter values for the model and thus assess the performance of an algorithm for the problem at hand [23].

The last stage is the post-processing stage, which is responsible for knowledge presentation and improving the model performance. Knowledge presentation is used to display the extracted knowledge comprehensively. Finally, based on the results from the entire data mining process, the best performing model is applied to the current problem.

The essential question when dealing with machine learning is not whether a learning algorithm is favoured over others, but under which conditions a certain developed prediction model can significantly outperform others for a given application problem. This chapter provides a literature review of several strategies to improve these statistical and machine learning prediction algorithms. Moreover, the several datasets used in this work are outlined in this chapter. Synthetically generated datasets are used to report the advantages and the disadvantages of several machine and statistical learning algorithms. In addition, clinical data was used to build novel predictions models and detect new patterns in the data.

The above techniques are used in the remainder of the thesis to propose novel synergistic machine learning and statistical approaches to pattern detection and to develop predictive models for research questions such as predicting first episode psychosis.

### 2.2 Sources of datasets

Several datasets were used throughout the document. Randomly generated datasets were used in the literature to report the advantages and the disadvantages of several machine and statistical learning algorithms on various types of datasets. Other datasets such as clinical data were used to build novel prediction models and to detect new patterns in that
particular dataset. Finally, some public data was used to validate the decision tree classifiers produced with the novel PIDT algorithm that we propose in chapter 7. The selected datasets can be grouped into synthetically generated datasets, clinical datasets, and public datasets.

2.2.1 Generated datasets

Three synthetic datasets were generated to illustrate the nature of decision boundaries of different classifiers and to give an overview of how different classifiers perform on various synthetic datasets using a package called scikit-learn 0.19.1 (October 2017) [24]. Each of the three datasets has 100 samples. Each sample has two input attributes and one output attribute that represents the class membership of each sample. The three generated datasets are:

- **Moons dataset**, which contains samples in the form of two interleaving half-circles.
- **Circles dataset**, which contains samples in the form of a larger circle containing a smaller circle.
- **Linear dataset**, which contains samples that are linearly separable.

![Generated datasets](image)

**Figure 2:1 Generated datasets.**

Each of these three datasets has some noise added in order to simulate real situations in which data and classifications are not perfect. Figure 2:1 presents the data points for the three generated data sets. The plots show training points in solid colours and testing points in semi-transparent colours.
2.2.2 First-episode psychosis - cannabis clinical dataset

This clinical dataset is a part of a case-control study at the inpatient units of the South London and Maudsley (SLaM) NHS Foundation Trust [15]. The dataset is also used in training and optimising the predictive models for first-episode psychosis in chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. The clinical data consists of 1106 records, including patients and controls. Those described as patients were patients of the trust who at one time presented with first-episode psychosis; controls were recruited from the local area through the internet, newspaper advertising, and by distributing leaflets. Each record refers to a participant of the study and has 255 possible attributes, which were divided into four categories. The first category consists of demographic attributes that represent general features such as gender, race, and level of education. Secondly, drug-related attributes contain information on the use of non-cannabis drugs such as tobacco, stimulants, and alcohol. The third category is formed by genetic attributes. The final category contains cannabis-related attributes such as the duration of use, initial date of use, frequency, and cannabis type, etc. (See Appendix 2).

2.2.3 Public datasets

Five public datasets are used in chapter 7 to illustrate the performance of different impurity measures as splitting criteria for the decision trees built with our newly proposed PIDT algorithm. These datasets are as follows:

1. Breast Cancer Wisconsin (original) dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [25]. This dataset comprises 569 observations and 30 numeric attributes. Each observation is in one of the two classes, malignant or benign.

2. Pima Indians Diabetes dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [25]. Ten measures (variables) were obtained for each of n = 442 diabetes patients over one year. The goal is a quantitative measure of disease progression after one year.

3. Hepatitis dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [25]. The hepatitis dataset contains 155 examples of hepatitis patients, described by 19 numeric and nominal attributes. Of these cases, 123 correspond to the patients who survived treatment (‘live’) and 32 examples of mortalities (‘die’).
4. The Primary Tumour dataset from the University Medical Centre, Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia [25]. The primary tumour dataset has 21 concepts and 17 attributes, and 207 out of 339 examples contain at least one missing value.

5. The glass identification dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [25] comprises data representing a study of classification of types of glass, motivated by criminological investigations. At the scene of the crime, the glass left can be used as evidence, if correctly identified. This dataset contains 10 attributes regarding several glass types (multi-class).

2.3 Data preparation

Data preparation techniques refer to the process of adding, deleting, or transforming data. Data preparation can influence improving a model’s predictive ability. The choice of the predictive modelling techniques determines which strategies to apply. Some models, such as tree-based models, have the capacity to deal with numeric and nominal attributes. Others, like support vector machines, do not. In addition, some models, such as distance-based models, like k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), are very insensitive to the characteristics of the predictor data. Others, like linear regression, are not.

Prior to applying any statistical and machine learning algorithms, significant work effort is usually involved in the data pre-processing in order to deal with the challenges present in the data sets. This section reviews several approaches to overcome these challenges in the data.

2.3.1 Dealing with missing values

In real-life data sets, the most common problem is incomplete data. Many applications have missing data for a variety of reasons. Sometimes the data collection was done improperly. In some cases, participants interrupted their participation in a study. In other cases, the value for an attribute is unavailable. All these situations generate missing values. A limited number of machine learning algorithms, such as C4.5 decision trees or Naive Bayes, can handle internally missing values, but the vast majority require preliminary treatment of the missing values. Several methods exist for handling missing data. Some methodologies remove attributes or records that have a high percentage of missing
values [26]. Other methodologies treat the missing values by imputing them. This section presents techniques to deal with missing data, such as embedded methods for missing data, filtering missing data, and imputing missing data.

Decision tree prediction approaches have robust methods for handling incomplete data, such as C4.5 [27]. In the training stage, the impurity of each attribute is adjusted by a factor depending on the number of available values in the training set for the same attribute. The classification and regression trees algorithm (CART) employs the surrogate variables splitting (SVS) technique. This method is for use during the prediction phase only [26]. The recursive partitioning and regressing trees (RPART) approach contains an extension of the previous methods to handle missing data during the training stage [28].

Filtering techniques remove incomplete data parts. The list-wise deletion method removes all incomplete instances so that it is suitable for the prediction models to use the remaining complete instances [29]. These methods may be practicable when the number of missing values is quite small compared with the remaining data set. There are two ways to filter and discard data with missing values. The first way is to keep complete instances only. The second method consists of determining the percentage of missing data on each record and attribute and deleting the record and/or attributes with missing data percentages below the specified threshold. Unfortunately, essential attributes could be discarded during this process. Therefore, extra care should be taken before removing any attribute.

Imputation techniques assume that there is a relation between the attributes, so the objective is to apply prediction models to infer the missing values in one attribute using the existing values of other attributes in the dataset. This process is repeated until it produces a complete data set. Imputation replaces the missing data in a deterministic or stochastic way [1]. In the deterministic case, the missing value is replaced by a uniquely inferred value. In the stochastic case, the missing value is replaced by a random value from some distribution. Imputation methods may be global or local, depending on the volume of data.

On the one hand, global imputation techniques are of two main kinds: missing attribute and non-missing attribute methods. In the missing attribute method, new values are calculated for the missing data items based on analysing the existing values for the
attributes, by using mean, median, or mode. Although this technique has some bias towards a standard deviation, if we use a non-deterministic mean imputation method, we will get better performance because it produces random disturbance to the average. The main drawbacks of this approach are the potential generation of inconsistent data and the complexity of the computation. In the non-missing attribute methodologies, we assume that there is a correlation between missing and non-missing values. These methodologies use the correlation to predict the missing data. Imputation by regression treats the missing data as a target attribute, and it performs regression to input missing values [30]. However, this method also has some disadvantages. When selecting a suitable regression model, for example, only one value is derived for each missing data, which fails to represent the uncertainty associated with missing values. In 1987, Rubin proposed a new technique of imputation to overcome the uncertainty problem in linear regression. Multiple imputations consist of three stages: produce m-complete data sets through single imputation, analysis of each of the m-data sets, and the combination of the results of the m-analyses into the result [31].

On the other hand, there are many techniques for local imputations. Local imputation methods do not have a theoretical formulation but have been implemented in practice [32] [33] [34]; the imputation uses a supervised learning technique such as K-NN and bagging trees. The k-NN imputation uses the k-NN algorithm to estimate and substitute missing data. It tries to find similar records for the current record and to impute the missing value from the corresponding values of the neighbouring records. The main benefit of this approach is that it can predict both discrete attributes and continuous attributes. It uses the most common value for discrete attributes and the mean value for numeric attributes. Other algorithms, such as bagging trees, have also confirmed their ability in many applications in practice [35]. In the bagging tree imputation, the algorithm treats the attribute that contains missing values as an output attribute, and it builds the tree using the remaining attributes. Then, the algorithm imputes the missing values in the output attribute using the built tree. The imputation iterates through the attributes until there are no missing values.
2.3.2 Centring and scaling

In both statistics and machine learning, centring and scaling numeric attributes are often crucial prior to building prediction models, in order for a particular model to perform accurately. Centring and scaling are regularly adapted to support the numerical stability of the computations during building prediction models. For instance, the K-NN algorithm requires the attributes to have a standard scale to be developed accurately, since it depends directly on measuring the distance between records. In addition, these manipulations are needed when regression models are being generated because if the predictors have several units and ranges, the final model will have disproportionate coefficients, which makes it difficult to interpret. Moreover, centring and scaling could be employed first when building penalised models such as lasso regression and ridge regression, since the penalty in these methods is calculated based on the estimated coefficients.

To centre an attribute, the mean value of that attribute is subtracted from all values of the attribute. As a result of this process, the attribute will have a mean value that is equal to zero. Then, to scale the attribute, the values of the attribute are divided by the calculated standard deviation. As a result of this process, the attribute will have a standard deviation equal to one. To centre and scale an attribute \( x \) the following equation is employed on each data point \( r \), where \( r \) ranges from 1 to \( n \).

\[
x_{rc}^* = \frac{x_{rc} - \bar{x}_c}{\sigma_c}
\]

Above \( x_{rc}^* \) is the new value of the predictor \( c \) for the \( r^{th} \) data point, \( \bar{x}_c \) is the mean of the \( n \) values of the predictor \( c \), and \( \sigma_c \) is the standard deviation of the \( n \) values of the predictor \( c \). The only disadvantage of these transformations is the loss of the real values of the individual records since the data are no longer available in the original range or units.

2.3.3 Resolving outliers

Outliers are samples that are abnormally far from the mainstream of the data. In both statistics and machine learning, dealing with these outliers is necessary before building accurate prediction models. Outliers can mislead the training process resulting in prolonged training times and less accurate models. Some predictive models, such as tree-
based prediction models and SVM, are resistant to outliers. However, other models such as logistic regression and neural networks are not.

One way to deal with the outliers is to detect them and then to delete them. Outliers can be recognised easily by looking at some plots such as the box plot. A single box plot for one attribute is shown in Figure 2:2, where the plot shows the median, the first and the third quartile, and the outliers. When some samples are suspected to be outliers, these samples should be removed from the dataset, especially if the used prediction model is considered sensitive to outliers. However extra care should be taken when removing samples, especially if the dataset size is small, otherwise sensitive data may be wasted.

Another way to deal with the outliers is to transfer the attributes using the spatial sign [36]. The spatial sign projects the attribute values into a multidimensional sphere. This process will have the effect of making all the samples have the same distance from the centre of the sphere. Mathematically, each sample is divided by its squared norm, and the equation is as follows:

$$x_{rc}^* = \frac{x_{rc}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ri}^2}$$

Where $x_{rc}^*$ is the new value of the $c^{th}$ predictor for $r^{th}$ data point, where $r$ range from 1 to $n$ and where $c$ ranges from 1 to $m$. This approach is intended to measure the distances between the attributes. Therefore, it is important to centre and scale the attribute applying the above approach.
2.4 Feature selection

Feature selection methods are recommended when the predictor's number is too large compared to the sample size, resulting in the model scoring high accuracy on the training data but performing very poorly on the test data [37]. In the feature selection process, we select specific predictors to avoid the problem of over-fitting [38]. Mostly, the feature selection reduces the dimension of data, which also speeds up the data mining process, decreases computational cost, and overcomes over-fitting. However, reducing some attributes may cause loss of information and might lead to worse results. In 2007, Nilsson mentioned the two main categories of feature selection problems, which are finding the optimal predictive attributes for building efficient prediction models and finding all the relevant attributes for the class attribute [39].

Feature selection algorithms have some fundamental processes that affect the nature of the search for the best attributes, such as the starting point, the search organisation, the evaluation strategy, and the stopping criterion [40].

The point of departure is choosing a point in the predictors subset to begin the search. The selection point may be taken with no predictors, with all predictors, or somewhere in the middle. If the selection point is selected with no predictors, this methodology will start by adding predictors and proceeding forward through the search space. If the selection point is chosen with all predictors, it will start removing the predictors and proceed backwards through the search space. Finally, if the selection point is in the middle, the methodology will start adding predictors and proceed outwards from that point.

Secondly, the search organisation is the search strategy that may be an exhaustive search or a heuristic search. In the exhaustive search, the methodology starts with a small number of predictors. With x initial predictors there exist \(2^x\) possible subsets. Although a heuristic search is more feasible than an exhaustive search and gives good results, it cannot guarantee to find the optimal attribute subset.

Thirdly, the evaluation process is the primary factor that differentiates between different feature-selection algorithms. The evaluation process is done by filters or wrapper techniques. Filters are used to remove the undesirable predictors of the data before learning begins. Wrapper techniques use a combination of induction algorithms and statistical re-sampling techniques [41].
Fourthly, the stopping process has to be determined by the feature selector methods. Feature selectors may stop adding or removing predictors depending on an evaluation strategy. If the alternative predictor does not improve upon the merit of a current predictor subset, it will stop. An alternative option is to continue generating predictor subsets until the opposite end of the search space and then choose the best subset.

There are two main categories of feature selection. The first type is to find the best subset of predictive features, which helps produce efficient prediction models. The second type is to find all the relevant predictors for the class attribute, which could be achieved by performing a ranking on the attributes according to their predictive powers. Predictive power measures are done by first computing the performance of the classifier built with every single variable, by computing statistic measures such as correlation coefficient or by applying information theory measures such as the mutual information [37].

### 2.4.1 Search strategies

Search strategies apply a complete search for the best predictors subset according to the evaluation function used. Heuristic search procedures consist of efficient ways to provide solution quality and decrease the search complexity. Many techniques of search strategies in this category take into consideration the remaining predictors for selection/rejection for any iteration. Therefore, these techniques are relatively fast. Many search techniques could be used for the search strategies, such as greedy hill climbing, stepwise bi-directional search, best-first search, and genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms consider global changes and usually reach the optimal global solution. Greedy hill climbing search considers the local modification to the predictor's subset, and it can determine a locally optimal solution. Best-first search considers local modification and allows backtracking along the search path.

Greedy hill climbing is a simple search technique, which examines the local changes to the current predictor's subset. Local changes add or delete a single predictor from the subset. If the algorithm starts adding predictors, it will make a forward selection. However, if the algorithm will delete a feature, it will do a backwards elimination [42] [43]. Another option is the stepwise bi-directional search, which uses both adding and deleting predictors. In this technique, the search algorithm considers all possible local
changes to the current subset and selects the best one, or it may choose the first real improvement. If one change is accepted, it will not reconsider once again.

Best first search is an artificial intelligence search technique [44]. It is similar to greedy hill climbing in allowing backtrack along the search path. In addition, the best first moves in the search space will be the current predictor set. However, this technique is not like the greedy hill climbing. When the search seems less promising, it will backtrack to the more promising subset. Furthermore, this technique will explore the entire search space and will use the stop process to limit the number of subsets that result in no improvement.

Genetic algorithms are based on the idea of natural selection in biology [45]. Genetic algorithms and all evolutionary computation algorithms are an iterative process. The new generation is produced by applying genetic processes such as crossover, and mutation to the current generation. Mutation is done by changing the values in the subset randomly. However, the crossover is produced by combining two predictors from a pair of subsets into a new subset. The genetic processes are applied based on the value of their fitness, which is evaluated by evaluation techniques. After the assessment process, the better subsets will have a good chance to be used to create the new subsets through crossover and mutation. The algorithm uses a population of solutions, which updates over time to avoid trapping in a local minimum solution. In the feature selection process, the solution is represented by the fixed binary string. The value of each position in the binary string represents the status of a particular feature that may be presence or absence.

2.4.2 Feature selection filters
The primary goal of feature selection is to get efficient attributes to build accurate prediction models. In addition, feature selection could be used to minimise the probability of error (Bayesian). The filters employ feature selection regardless of the type of classifier but depend on the properties of the data distribution itself. There are many algorithms for the filtering process, such as RELIEF [46], Las Vegas Filter (LVF) [47], FOCUS [48], correlation-based filter (CFS) [49], and principal component analysis (PCA), as well as many statistical methods based on hypothesis tests.

In 1991, FOCUS was one of the earliest multivariate filters. The main drawback is that it cannot handle noisy data and it has a predisposition towards over-fitting [48]. In
1992, Kira proposed the RELIEF technique based on the nearest neighbour learner methodology [46]. The main drawback is that there is no methodology for choosing the neighbour sample size. In 1996, Liu used a probabilistically guided random search to explore the attribute subspace and proposed a method called LVF [47].

In 2010, Halalai et al. proposed a new filter to select those attributes that have a strong correlation with the target attribute and a weak correlation between each other [49]. Finally, PCA could be employed for feature selection. PCA has proven its ability in a large variety of applications including image processing and so on [50].

2.4.2.1 Consistency filters

In 1991, Almuallim and Dieterich proposed a new technique called FOCUS, which was designed for the Boolean domain [48]. FOCUS searches for predictor subsets until it finds the minimum combination of predictors that divide the training into the purist classes. The output will be a combination of predictor values in each class. The final predictor subset will be processed by an induction decision tree ID3 [51]. In 1994, Caruanna and Freitag claimed that there are two main difficulties with FOCUS [52]. Firstly, the FOCUS approach proposes to achieve consistency in the training data. However, the search process may become difficult because many of the predictors are needed to keep consistency. Secondly, this method produces a strong bias towards consistency, because the algorithm will continue to add predictors to fix a single inconsistency. In 1996, Liu and Setiono proposed a new algorithm similar to FOCUS, called Las Vegas Filter [47]. LVF works by generating a random subset S from the predictor subset during each round of execution. The inconsistency rate described by S is compared to the inconsistency rate of the best subset. If the new subset S is consistent with the best subset, then S will be the new best subset. The inconsistency rate is calculated in two steps. Firstly, inconsistency count is the number of instances occurring in the group minus the number of instances occurring in the group with the most common class value. Secondly, the overall inconsistency is the sum of the inconsistency counts in all groups of a matching instance divided by the total number of instances. Liu and Setiono mentioned that due to the randomness of LVF, the longer it is allowed to execute the better the result. They tested the algorithm on two large datasets: the first has 65,000 instances described by 59 attributes, and the second has
5,909 instances described by 81 attributes. LVF achieved a good result and reduced the dataset by more than half in both cases.

### 2.4.2.2 Instance-based learning filter for feature selection

In 1992, Kira and Rendell proposed their new algorithm RELIEF, which uses instance-based learning to assign an appropriate weight to each predictor [46]. The weights of the predictors are used to distinguish between the class values. It uses the weights to reorder the predictors; the weights beyond the user-specified threshold are used to create the final subset. The algorithm randomly selects sample instances from the training data. Each instance will do two operations: nearest hit and nearest miss. In other words, it will find the closest instance in the same class (nearest hit) and the nearest instance in the counter class (nearest miss). The attribute's weight is updated according to the value of the instance in the closest hit and nearest miss as shown in the next equation:

\[
W_c = W_c - \frac{diff(C, R, H)}{m} - \frac{diff(C, R, M)}{m}
\]

As shown in the above equation, the weight of attribute C is updated, where R is a randomly sampled instance, H is the nearest hit, M is the nearest miss, and m is the number of randomly sampled instances. The difference function \(diff\) is a Boolean function for nominal attributes, and it is used to test the existence of the difference between two instances for a given attribute; it assigns 1 if the values are different, or 0 if the values are the same. In the case of continues attributes, the diff function has a value between \([0, 1]\). The output of all weights will be between the interval \([-1, 1]\).

In 1994, Kononenko modified the RELIEF algorithm to work on multiple classes [53]. In 1997, Scherf and Brauer proposed a new instance-based technique called Euclidean Based Feature Selection (EUBAFES) [54]. EUBAFES is similar to RELIEF for determining separated clusters by reinforcing similarities between instances occurring in the same class while decreasing the similarity between instances of different classes.

### 2.4.2.3 Learning algorithm as a filter for another learning algorithm

In these filter approaches, researchers used a particular learning algorithm as a filter to determine the best predictor subsets for a primary learning algorithm. In 1995, Cardie used the decision tree algorithm for the feature selection process [55]. K-NN classifier
has been used with the decision trees. This hybrid system achieved a better result than
decision trees alone. In 1996, Singh and Provan used a greedy oblivious decision tree
algorithm during the feature selection process to construct a Bayesian network [56]. The
results showed that the Bayesian network combined with the oblivious decision tree al-
gorithm outperformed the classical Bayesian network only.

In 1995, Holmes and Nevill-Manning used Holte's 1R system to calculate the
predictive accuracy of individual predictors [57]. This technique is done without any
searching; however, it depends on the user selecting the desired predictors from the
ranked list. If we split the data into training data and testing data, the 1R method will be
able to calculate a prediction accuracy for each rule and each feature on the training data.
The predictors will be reordered due to prediction scores; the highest ranked predictors
will be selected with any learning algorithm.

In 1995, Pfahringer used a program to get the decision table majority (DTM)
classifiers to choose predictors [58]. DTM classifiers are a type of nearest neighbour clas-
sifiers and are produced by greedy searching for search space. DTMs provide highly rec-
ommended results when all predictors are nominal. Pfahringer used the concept of mini-
mum description length (MDL) [59]. MDL was used to calculate the cost of encoding a
decision table. Other learning algorithms use the predictors that are produced in the final
determination table.

2.4.2.4 Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) methodology exchanges the set of the original at-
tribute with a new subset of uncorrelated attributes that represent most of the data [60]. If
an attribute misleads the prediction process, it is considered as being noise. A classifier
would perform better if the noise in the data were removed. PCA can also be seen as one
of the approaches for removing noise from the data. It assumes that directions in the data
space along which data varies least are mostly due to noise. PCA is a way of detecting
patterns in data by highlighting their similarities and differences between them.

Another advantage of principal component analysis is that once these patterns in
the data are found, the data can be compressed, and the number of predictors can be
reduced. An example of the use of the principal component analysis is seen in [50], where
Nedevschi et al. employ principal component analysis for feature selection and extraction in image processing with impact on the application’s performance.

2.4.2.5 Discretisation

In 1995, Setiono and Liu claimed that discretisation could be used in the feature selection process for numeric predictors, and proposed a new algorithm called $Chi^2$ [61]. A statistical test that can test out ratios is the chi-square or goodness of fit test. For example, $Chi^2$ is important for any genetic experiment, it can decide if the data fits any of the Mendelian ratios. The formula for $Chi^2$ test is as follows:

$$x^2 = \frac{1}{d} \sum_{r=1}^{n} \frac{(O_r - E_r)^2}{E_r}$$

Above $O_r$ are the observed values, $E_r$ are the expected values and $d$ is the degrees of freedom. If the predictor can be discretised to a single value, it can be removed from the data. The $Chi^2$ technique uses the chi-square statistic $x^2$ test to determine when adjacent intervals should be merged. The extent of the merging process is manipulated by a set $x^2$ threshold. Setiono and Liu reported a good result after discretisation of domains containing numeric and nominal predictors by using C4.5 [61]. Note that discretisation can be used in general as a transformation of numeric into nominal predictors.

2.4.3 Wrapper methods

Wrapper techniques are different from the filter methods; they search for the optimal subset by using an empirical risk estimate for a particular classifier [62] [63]. Wrapper techniques consist of three main stages, which are the generation procedure, evaluation, and validation procedure. The generation step is a search technology used to select a subset of predictors from the original predictor set. The evaluation stage will measure subsequently the quality of a subset, which we get from the first stage. The selected predictor depends on the evaluation function that has been used. The validation stage validates the selected subset through comparisons obtained from other predictor generations and selection procedures. The last stage is used to identify the best performance from the first two procedures.
2.4.3.1 Wrappers for decision tree learners

In 1974, Allen proposed a way to obtain predictors given a credible criterion of a good prediction [64]. In 1994, John et al. supported Allen’s approach and suggested using it in the general framework of feature selection in machine learning [65]. John et al. assume that the relevant predictors have two options: strongly relevant and weakly relevant. Otherwise, the predictor should be irrelevant. They claim that the wrapper can find the relevant predictors. When all predictors are considered, predictor $x_c$ will be strongly relevant, if the probability distribution of class values changes when $x_c$ is eliminated. On the other hand, predictor $x_c$ will be weakly relevant, if the probability distribution of class values does not change when $x_c$ is eliminated.

Many research works have been conducted to improve the performance of C4.5. They have also sought to reduce the size of the decision tree. In 1993, Quinlan used the forward selection and backwards elimination search. However, the results show that there is no significant improvement in C4.5 [27]. In 1994, Caruanna and Freitag applied some greedy search, backwards elimination, forward selection, and stepwise bi-directional search with ID3 [52]. Finally, in 1995 Vafaie and De Jong applied the genetic algorithm in a wrapper frame to improve the performance of decision tree learners [66]. This approach comprises two genetic algorithms; the first for feature selection, and the second for constructing inductive models. The results show that this technique improved the performance in many cases. In 1996, Cherkauer et al. proposed a modern technology to improve the accuracy of decision trees, called SET-Gen [67]. The SET-Gen approach uses a genetic search algorithm. The results show that the resulted decision trees are small and accurate.

2.4.3.2 Wrappers for instance-based learning

In 1997, Domingos proposed a context-sensitive wrapper approach to feature selection for instance-based learners, called RC [68]. The predictors may be relevant only in the restricted area, relevant given only specific values, or irrelevant. When predictors are calculated globally, the irrelevant aspects of these sorts of predictors may affect the usefulness of the instance-based learner. The RC algorithm can detect and make use of context-sensitive predictors. RC selects a different set of predictors for each instance in training set by using a backwards search and a cross-validation to estimate the accuracy.
RC finds the nearest neighbour in the same class for each instance in the training set and deletes those predictors in which the two differ. Accuracy is estimated by cross-validation. If accuracy is improved, the modified instance will be accepted. Otherwise, the instance will return to its original state and be deactivated. The process of selection continues until all instances have an active state. The results show that the RC algorithm achieves superior results over standard wrapper feature selectors using forward and backwards search strategies with the instance-based learner. However, when the predictors are globally relevant or irrelevant, then RC will be the same as the standard wrapper feature selection. In addition, classical wrapper techniques can detect globally irrelevant predictors more easily than RC. Furthermore, the wrapper with the RC technique achieves substandard performance on the database that contains many instances.

### 2.4.3.3 Wrappers for Naive Bayes classifiers

It is well known that the Naive Bayes classifier assumes all attributes' probability distributions are conditionally independent. In 1994, Langley and Sage claimed in case of redundant predictors that the Naive Bayes classifier's performance could be improved by removing these predictors [62]. A forward search was applied to the Bayes classifier for the feature selection process. The results show a good increase the learning rate. In 1995, Pazzani combined feature selection and constructive inductive in a wrapper framework to improve the performance of Bayes classifiers [69]. He tested the new technique and found an improvement in the Naive Bayes classifier. In 1995, Kohavi reported an improvement in the Bayes classifier using wrapper-based feature selection [70].

### 2.5 Estimating the model performance

This section gives details of several performance measures. These performance measures are used to assess the quality of machine learning approaches and prediction models.

The confusion matrix is one of the most used performance measures. The confusion matrix is used to analyse how well the classifier can recognise different classes [71]. A general representation of the confusion matrix is shown in Table 2:1. TP and TN mean the classifier gave a true prediction, while FP and FN mean the classifier gave a
false prediction. The confusion matrix is used to produce other performance measurements such as accuracy, recall, precision, F1, Kappa, etc. These performance measures are discussed in detail in the following subsections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P + N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2:1 The Confusion Matrix and the evaluation measures: true positive TP, true negative TN, false positive FP, false negative FN, positive P, and negative samples N.

2.5.1 Accuracy and error rate

Accuracy is one of the most well-known performance assessment techniques for prediction problems. The accuracy of the model is defined as the rate of correctly classified instances. It can be calculated from the confusion matrix as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N}
\]

Although most prediction algorithms are using accuracy to measure their performance, sometimes the accuracy may be a misleading performance measure. For example, if we have a dataset that has an output (class) attribute very skewed such that instances are distributed as 80% belonging to class A and 20% to class B, if the two classes have equal importance, then the algorithm that has predicted all instances in class A will have 80% accuracy. In this case, we would prefer an algorithm with less accuracy, but that can predict some of the instances in class B.

The error rate, which is also the misclassification rate, is just the complement of the accuracy 1-accuracy. Besides, it could be computed from the confusion matrix as follows:

\[
\text{Error Rate} = \frac{FP + FN}{P + N}
\]

2.5.2 Recall

Recall is known as sensitivity in the medical field or as the true positive rate. Recall measures the proportion of the actual positives that are correctly classified [1]. For instance, recall may refer to the percentage of sick patients who were correctly classified. Recall could be calculated from the confusion matrix as follows:
Recall (sensitivity) = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}

We note that the recall of the negative class is called specificity, and this is a symmetrical measure with respect to sensitivity if we change the focus on the negative class.

2.5.3 Precision

Precision is defined as the proportion of the true positives against all the positive results including false positive. For example, precision refers to the percentage of sick patients who were correctly classified as having a particular disease among the total of people who were actually sick. Precision is calculated from the confusion matrix as follows:

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]

2.5.4 F-measure

F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and is known as F-score or F1 score. F1 is calculated from the precision and recall as follows:

\[ F1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \]

The F-measure is used to measure the effectiveness of a classifier. It ignores the TN, which can vary without affecting the statistic.

2.5.5 Area under the ROC curve

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve graphically displays the trade-off between the true positive rate and the false positive rate of a classifier. The ROC curve is created by building a graph in which TP is plotted along the y-axis and FP is plotted along the x-axis as shown in Figure 2:3.
AUC is the area under the ROC curve with a value between 0 and 1 [72]. Note that, because random guessing produces the diagonal dashed line between (0, 0) and (1, 1), which is a curve corresponding to an AUC of 0.5, no authentic classifier should have an AUC value of 0.5 or less. The AUC is equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks [73]. AUC is usually used for model comparison. Note that some representations of the ROC curve display the sensitivity on the y-axis and (1-specificity) on the x-axis, which is entirely equivalent to the representation in Figure 2:3 that uses, for illustration of varieties of representations, alternative names for the same quantities.

2.5.6 Kappa

Kappa, which is also called Cohen’s Kappa, is a statistical measure that assesses the interrater agreement for categorical items [2]. Kappa takes into account the accuracy that could be possibly occurring by chance. The Kappa equation is as follows:

\[
Kappa = \frac{O - E}{1 - E}
\]

Above \(O\) is the observed accuracy and \(E\) is the expected accuracy. Kappa values range between -1 and 1. When Kappa equals to 0, this means there is no agreement between the predicted and the actual classes. In contrast, when Kappa has a value of 1, it shows excellent concordance of the model prediction and the observed classes.
When the class distributions are equivalent, the overall accuracy and Kappa are proportional. Depending on the context, Kappa values within 0.30 to 0.50 indicate reasonable agreement [2]. However, if Kappa was less than 0.30, it indicates that the model's performance occurs mostly by chance only and the accuracy does not reflect how good the model is.

2.6 Resampling techniques

In most cases resampling methods for estimating model performance are similar. A portion of samples are used to build a model, and the remaining samples are used to evaluate the model performance. This process is iterated several times, and the results are combined and summarised. The variation in the methodologies depends on which way the samples were chosen for training and testing. This section gives an overview of the most used resampling techniques in the field of machine learning.

2.6.1 Cross-validation method/leave one out validation

In the simplest cross-validation approach, the data is divided into two parts: a training set and a testing set. This operation is called two-fold validation. Each part of the details used once for training and once for testing. Han et al. provided an overview of a technique called k-fold cross-validation [1]. In general, the cross-validation method partitions the data into equal sized k subsets. One subset is used for testing, and the rest of the sets are used for training. This process is repeated until each subset is tested once. Finally, we can measure the performance either by the average of measures calculated in each iteration or by the basis of the overall number of correct predictions from all iterations. Figure 2:4 shows a simple representation of the five-fold cross-validation methodology.

The leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) approach is considered to be a particular case of the cross-validation method [74] in which each instance is used once as the test case, and the rest of instances are used as the training set. In other words, if our dataset contains n instances, then (n-1) instances are used for the training set and the nth instance for the test case. This method is most often used for small datasets because of its expensive nature. The studies by Guyon [37] and Kohavi [74] use LOOCV to validate their models where they have proven its ability.
2.6.2 Monte Carlo cross-validation

Repeated cross-validation or Monte Carlo cross-validation is a technique that simply creates multiple splits of the data for training and testing the models [2]. Non-repeated validation could introduce some bias, especially in small datasets. Repeating the sampling a number of times is essential because this decreases the uncertainty of the calculated performance.

For example, by splitting the data into two random parts, we can easily introduce some bias. However, by repeating the sampling 100 times, we can at least ensure that we covered more data with less bias since the randomness method controls the proportion of the data going into each subset. However, at some point, the increase in the number of iterations will cause it to lose its effectiveness. In addition, it is also good to note that when the number of iteration increases, the cost of the method increases as well.

2.6.3 Holdout and random subsampling

In the holdout method, the original data set is divided into two parts: a training set and a test set [1]. The sets can be randomly selected for instance as 50% for each set, or 2/3 for training and 1/3 for the test set, depending on the choice of the analyst. The training set is used to build up the prediction model, and the test data is used to test its performance. Selecting a subset of individuals from the whole dataset is known as a sampling process. Random subsamples are selected several times, and the performance will be measured each time, such as accuracy as the average of the measures obtained in each iteration. The holdout technique is usually applied to large datasets.
2.6.4 Bootstrap method

Han et al. presented another evaluation approach called bootstrap technique [1]. In the bootstrap approach, the training data is sampled uniformly with replacement, which means each time an instance is selected it is equally likely to be chosen again and added back to the training set. Hence, bootstrap allows the instances to be selected more than once. There are many existing bootstrap approaches such as 0.632 bootstrap. In 0.632 bootstrap the data will be sampled n times, where n is the number of instances in the original dataset. The training dataset will comprise in average 63.2% of the original instances, and the rest of the instances, 36.8% in average, will form the test set. The accuracy of the overall model can be shown as:

\[
Acc(M) = \sum(0.632 \times Acc(M_{testset}) + 0.368 \times Acc(M_{trainset}))
\]

2.6.5 Boosting and AdaBoost

In 1995, Freund and Schapire proposed a new AdaBoost algorithm [75]. The boosting approach has been used to improve the performance of any learning algorithm. Boosting is trying to run a weak learner such as decision trees and prediction rule on different training data [1]. These weak classifiers are merged into a new single stronger classifier. The main purpose is to achieve higher accuracy than the accuracy of the weak learner's classifiers. The fundamental idea of the AdaBoost algorithm is to assign a weight to each example of the training set. In the first round, all weights are equal. The weights of the correctly classified instances are decreased. However, the weights of all misclassified instances are increased. This process introduces a series of classifiers that complement one another. In 1996, Freund and Schapire described two versions of the AdaBoost algorithm, which are AdaBoost.M1 and AdaBoost.M2 [75]. The boosting process improves the performance because of two main reasons. Firstly, the final classifier has an error in the training set smaller than the original classifiers. Secondly, the variance of the newly combined classifiers is also less than the variance produced by the weak learner’s classifier.

2.6.6 Bagging

In the bagging approach proposed by Breiman in 1996, multiple classifiers are built concurrently. Each classifier is trained from instances taken with replacement from the training set [76]. In the default case, the sample size is equal to the size of the original training
set. Due to the process of sampling with replacement, some of the original instances may appear more than once, and some may not be included. Bagging is similar to boosting in its purpose; both are used to improve the accuracy of a classifier. The improvement is executed by producing different classifiers and combining multiple models. Both of them use voting to combine the outputs of various predictions of the same type. In boosting, each classifier is influenced by the performance of those built before, and instances are chosen with a probability proportional to their weight. In bagging, each instance is selected with equal probability.

2.7 Model tuning

Most of the machine learning models have some parameters that need to be estimated and/or optimised in order for the models to be applied accurately. For example, when applying the k-NN prediction model, we need to choose the best values for k. The goal here is to find the best value for k that is used for the neighbours without overfitting the models or getting less accurate models. This type of technique is called tuning the model parameters.

There are several methods for tuning the parameters. The most common method so far is to define a grid of values and estimate the model across these values; the value that scores the highest performance is considered the optimal value.

Other strategies for tuning the parameters genetic algorithms [77] and simple search methods [2] also exist. These methods choose the best values for tuning parameters via assessing a large number of models and a defined set of tuning parameters, when model performance can be efficiently calculated. Other studies also show different comparisons of tuning such as Cohen [78]. In practice, grid optimisation can produce comparable results at lower cost.

2.8 Conclusion

A promising new approach is the use of predictive modelling approaches to data-driven computational psychiatry. Computational psychiatry has made it possible to combine enormous levels and types of computation with several types of data in an effort to advance classification of mental disease, predict treatment outcomes, or improve treatment selection [13]. Background information on the machine learning modelling procedure
used to establish the results in this dissertation, as well as strategies to improve them, are described in this chapter. First, several medical datasets were presented to report the advantages and the disadvantages of the machine and statistical learning algorithms. This includes clinical psychiatry data (first-episode psychosis - cannabis clinical dataset) used in our approach to build novel predictions models and to detect new patterns in patients’ data. The latest data was used to develop predictive modelling data-driven approach to computational psychiatry to advance classification of mental disease. Then, several data preparation techniques were reviewed in order to deal with the challenges present in the data sets such as dealing with missing values, resolving outliers, and feature selection. Afterwards, several performance measures and resampling methods for estimating model performance were reviewed in order to assess the quality of the prediction models. Finally, this chapter concluded with methods for tuning the prediction models parameters.
Chapter 3    Methodology

3.1    Data processing pipeline

Data pipeline is a set of data processing components connected in series, where the output of one component is the input of the next one. The data pipeline describes the information flow within a framework as a series of steps needed to generate useful insights from data.

This section presents the general data processing framework/pipeline that should elegantly handle different types of data, different data mining tasks, and different types of patterns/models. Choosing the suitable algorithm and developing a model are not the only aspects we need to consider during building prediction models; other data mining phases such as data pre-processing and model post-processing are also involved. Therefore, extracting knowledge from data involves several stages namely; data preparation, data preprocessing, data processing and data post-processing.

The first stage, which is the data preparation stage has several sub-processes such as Rationalisation, Refinement, Random shuffling, Stratified Sampling, Cross-validation methods, K fold cross testing and Monte Carlo simulation. The second stage is the data pre-processing stage include several phases such as missing values imputation, feature selection, balancing classes, cantering, scaling, etc. The processing stage consists of some sub-processes such as model generation, tuning and building, and evaluating the output model. Model generation and tuning are some of the most critical sub-processes. The model generation and tuning are iterative processes comprising three steps: choosing the algorithm and its parameters, building the model, and evaluating the model. The goal of this process is to find the best parameter values for the model and thus assess the performance of an algorithm for the problem at hand [23]. The last stage is the post-processing stage, which is responsible for knowledge presentation and, improving the model performance.

Figure 3:1 gives an overview of the data processing pipeline used through the thesis. The first two stages were explained in detail in Chapter 2, the rest of the stages will be illustrated in this chapter, focusing on statistical and machine learning methods that are a key component of the proposed synergistic approach.
3.2 Statistical and machine learning models

Machine learning algorithms have already begun to prove their particular capabilities and contribution to medical research and applications [4]. In particular, machine learning techniques have been successfully used in diagnosing psychosis [17], analysing diabetic patients’ data [18] [19], classifying leukaemia [20], and detecting heart conditions in ECG data [21], etc. These studies show that machine learning has proven to be capable of dealing with challenging medical data, in particular with the ambiguous nature of the ECG
signal data, for which machine learning algorithms show outstanding results compared to other methods [20] [21].

In this chapter, we discuss and summarise different machine and statistical learning techniques that are suitable for use in the medical field especially in psychiatry. Medical research involves many problems that benefit from analysing data based on techniques of data pre-processing, predictive modelling, clustering, and so on. In particular, in predictive modelling, the task is to predict the outcome associated with a particular patient, given a feature vector describing that patient. In clustering, patients are grouped because they share similar characteristics, and in data pre-processing operations such as feature selection, the task is to select the most relevant attributes to predict the outcome for a patient [2].

In the last three decades, many algorithms have been proposed in the machine learning research field, such as decision trees, support vector machines, and deep learning networks. Other techniques were also produced in the field of statistics, including methods for understanding the relationship between input and output variables; such techniques have also been adopted and improved by the machine learning community [79]. This chapter provides a literature review of the existing algorithms for predictive modelling in the fields of statistical and machine learning.

**Mathematical formulations:**

Let $X$ be an $n \times m$ data matrix. We denote the $r^{th}$ row vector of $X$ by $X_r$, and the $c^{th}$ column vector of $X$ by $X_c$. Rows are also called records or data points, while columns are also called attributes or features. Since we do not restrict the data domain of $X$, the scale of this domain’s features can be categorical or numerical. For each data point $X_r$, we have a label $y_r$. For classification problems, we assume a set of known class labels $Y$, so $y_r \in Y$. Let $D$ be the set of labelled data $D = \{(X_r, y_r)\}_{r=1}^n$. During the classification task, the goal is to predict the labels of new data points by training a classifier on $D$. For regression problems, $Y$ is a numeric set and the purpose of a learner is to predict a numeric value for the outcome variable.
3.3 Linear regression

Linear regression is the most traditional and popular methodology in both statistical and machine learning. Linear regression was initially proposed in the field of statistics as a method for understanding the linear relationship between input and output variables, and it was largely adopted as a machine learning technique [79]. Linear regression assumes a linear relationship between the input variables $X$ and the output variable $Y$. This means that $Y$ can be calculated from a linear aggregation of the input variables $X$ [80]. Figure 3:2(a) shows a simple linear regression model, which is when there is only one input variable. Otherwise, if there are multiple input variables, the method is referred to as multivariate linear regression [81] as shown in Figure 3:2(b). The simple linear regression model can be presented as:

$$Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x$$

Here $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ are the coefficients that we must estimate from the training data. Briefly, the estimated coefficients could be presented as follows:

$$\beta_1 = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{n}(x_r - \bar{x})(y_r - \bar{y})}{\sum_{r=1}^{n}(x_r - \bar{x})^2}$$

$$\beta_0 = \bar{y} - \beta_1 \bar{x}$$

Another way to calculate the estimation of the coefficients is to calculate the statistical properties of the data such as variance and covariance.

$$\text{variance} = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{n}(x_r - \bar{x})^2}{n - 1}$$

$$\text{covariance} = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{n}(x_r - \bar{x})(y_r - \bar{y})}{n - 1}$$

By calculating the statistical properties, the estimation of the coefficients can be simplified to:

$$\beta_1 = \frac{\text{covariance} (x, y)}{\text{variance} (x)}$$

$$\beta_0 = \bar{y} - \beta_1 \bar{x}$$

Linear regression is a procedure where a straight line is used to model the association between the input and output [2]. If we have more than two dimensions, this straight line will be considered to be a hyperplane. Predictions are obtained by using a combination of the input values to predict the output value. Each input attribute $x$ is
associated with a coefficient $\beta$, and the goal of the learning algorithm is to determine the coefficients that result in accurate predictions $Y$.

$$Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + \cdots$$

Coefficients can be found using methods such as stochastic gradient descent. Gradient Descent is the process of minimising a function following the slope or gradient of that function [81]. In machine learning, a technique called stochastic gradient descent is used to evaluate the coefficients in such a way as to minimise the error of a model on the training data.

![Figure 3:2 Linear regression.](image)

(a) Simple linear regression        (b) Multivariate linear regression

The way this optimisation algorithm works is to consider each training record one at a time. First, the model forms a prediction for a training record and calculates the error. Then, the model is updated to reduce the error for the next prediction. This process is repeated for some number of iterations. The equation for updating the coefficients ($\beta$) at each iteration in machine learning language is as follows:

$$\beta = \beta - \text{learning rate} \times \text{error} \times x$$

Here $\beta$ is the coefficient being optimised, learning rate is a learning rate that must be specified (e.g., 0.05), error is the prediction error for the model on the training data attributed to the coefficient, and $x$ is the input value. This optimisation algorithm is used to find the set of coefficients in a model that produces the least error for the model on the training data set. Figure 3:3 shows a simple estimation of how the linear regression model will perform on three synthetic datasets using scikit-learn 0.19.1 (October 2017) [24]. The plots show training points in solid colours, testing points in semi-transparent colours and the accuracy of each model is in bold black.
3.4 Penalised models

Usually, the coefficients produced by the least squares regression are unbiased. However, by allowing the parameter estimates to be biased, the variance will be lesser, and it is possible to produce models with smaller MSEs. One popular method for creating biased regression models is controlling (or regularising) the parameter estimates such as in ridge regression, lasso regression, and elastic net regression. Controlling the parameter estimates can be accomplished by adding a penalty to the sum of the squared errors when the parameter estimates become significant.

One popular penalised model is the ridge regression, which adds a penalty, proportional to the sum of the squared coefficients, to the sum of the squared residuals as follows:

$$SSE_{L1} = \sum_{r=1}^{n} (y_r - \hat{y}_r)^2 + \lambda \sum_{c=1}^{m} \beta_c^2$$

Here $y_r$ is the $r^{th}$ observed value of the outcome and $\hat{y}_r$ is the predicted outcome of $r^{th}$ data point, $r = 1 \ldots n$, and $\lambda$ is the model’s parameter.

A compelling alternative to ridge regression is the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator model, which called the lasso regression. Lasso regression adds a penalty similar to the ridge regression penalty:

$$SSE_{L2} = \sum_{r=1}^{n} (y_r - \hat{y}_r)^2 + \lambda \sum_{c=1}^{m} |\beta_c|$$

This type of regularisation has been extended to many other methods, such as linear discriminant analysis [82] [83], PLS [84], and PCA [85].
A combination approach of the lasso regression and ridge regression is the elastic net regression [86]. This adds both types of penalties and could produce models that are more accurate. Elastic net regression is represented as follows:

\[
SSE_{L2} = \sum_{r=1}^{n} (y_r - \hat{y}_r)^2 + \lambda_1 \sum_{c=1}^{m} \beta_c^2 + \lambda_2 \sum_{c=1}^{m} |\beta_c|
\]

Both ordinary and penalised regression models are quite popular. On the one hand, ordinary linear regression finds parameter estimates that have a minimum bias. On the contrary, ridge regression, lasso regression, and elastic net regression find estimates that produce lower variance.

### 3.5 Logistic regression

Logistic regression is another popular linear prediction algorithm for two-class problems, which is easy to implement and understand. In addition, it has proven its ability for getting good results on a wide variety of prediction problems.

The logistic function is the core of the logistic regression classifier. Logistic regression is very much like linear regression. It linearly combines the input values (X) using the coefficient values to predict an output value (\(\hat{y}\)) which is given by:

\[
\hat{y} = \frac{e^{\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1}}{1 + e^{\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1}}
\]

Here \(e\) is the base of the natural logarithm, \(\beta_0\) is the intercept term, and \(\beta_1\) is the coefficient of the single input value (\(x_1\)). The \(\hat{y}\) prediction is a real value between 0 and 1 that needs to be rounded to 0 or 1.

Each column in the input data has an associated \(\beta\) coefficient that must be estimated from the training data. The actual representation of the model are the coefficients in the equation. Similar to linear regression, logistic regression employs gradient descent to update the coefficients. For each gradient descent iteration, the coefficient \(\beta\) is updated using the equation:

\[
\beta = \beta + (Learning rate \times (y - \hat{y}) \times \hat{y} \times (1 - \hat{y}) \times x)
\]

Figure 3:4 shows a simple estimation of how the logistic regression model will perform on three synthetic datasets namely moons dataset, circles dataset, linear dataset using a package called scikit-learn 0.19.1 (October 2017) [24]. Each of these three da-
datasets has some noise added in order to simulate real situations in which data and classifications are not perfect. The plots show training points in solid colours, testing points in semi-transparent colours and the accuracy of each model is in bold black. Figure 3:4 shows that logistic regression can efficiently deal with linear and moon datasets. However, it fails to separate the circle data.

![Figure 3:4 Logistic regression on generated datasets.](image)

### 3.6 Naive Bayes

The Naive Bayes technique is a method that uses the probabilities of each attribute belonging to each class to make a prediction. Naive Bayes is based on using Bayes' theorem with strong independence assumptions between the attributes. Simply, the model assumes that all of the predictors are conditionally independent of the others. Bayes' rule is used to compute the posterior probability distribution of the example's classification. Bayes' rule is stated as:

$$P(y|X) = \frac{P(X|y)P(y)}{P(X)}$$

Here $P(y|X)$ represents the probability of the class given the provided data. Naive Bayes is a simple but surprisingly powerful predictive modelling technique with many advantages. It is fast to train and classify, and it is insensitive to irrelevant features. Figure 3:5 shows a simple illustration of how the model performs on three synthetic datasets. In practice, the Naive Bayes classifier works well even when the independence assumption does not hold.
3.7 Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph where each node represents a random variable that is linked with edges that represent direct dependencies among the nodes [87]. The network consists of nodes representing the random variables, edges between pairs of nodes representing the causal relationship of these nodes, and a conditional probability distribution in each of the nodes [87]. The structure of the network should capture the qualitative relationships between variables. In particular, two nodes should be connected directly if one affects or causes the other. The constructed directed acyclic graph has to include conditional probability distributions by the Bayes' rule for each node in the graph. For nominal attributes, we can represent the conditional probability distributions as a table that lists the probability that parent node takes on each of its different values for each combination of values of its children nodes.
Figure 3:6 illustrates a simple Bayesian network for the cannabis – first episode psychosis dataset introduced earlier in this chapter. The figure shows that first-episode patients are influenced by gender, cannabis frequency and cannabis type variables. In addition, the conditional probability distributions are shown in Table 3:1 and Table 3:2. It is important to note that this is just one possible structure for the problem; we consider alternative network structures in chapter 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Cannabis frequency</th>
<th>Skunk</th>
<th>Never used</th>
<th>Hash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>Only at weekends</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>Never used</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>Only at weekends</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>Never used</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3:1 Probability distribution table for cannabis type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>Only at weekend</th>
<th>Never used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3:2 Probability distribution table for cannabis frequency

3.8 Linear and quadratic discriminant analysis

Linear discriminant analysis and quadratic discriminant analysis are two classification techniques that concern a linear and a quadratic decision surface, respectively. These classifiers are not complicated because they can be directly calculated, and they have no hyperparameters to optimise. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) have proven their ability in practice with many applications.

Both LDA and QDA can be determined from simple probabilistic calculations that model the class conditional distribution of the data $P(X|y = k)$ for each class $k$ [2]. Predictions can then be retrieved by using Bayes’ rule:

$$P(y = k|X) = \frac{P(X|y = k) \ P(y = k)}{P(X)} = \frac{P(X|y = k) \ P(y = k)}{\sum_{l}P(X|y = l) \ P(y = l)}$$
Then, the class $k$ will be chosen to maximise this conditional probability. In particular, for linear and quadratic discriminant analysis, $P(x|y)$ is modelled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution with density:

$$P(X|y = k) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma_k|^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_k)^T \Sigma_k^{-1}(x - \mu_k)}$$

While training the models on the training dataset, we need to estimate the class priors $P(y = k)$ (by the proportion of instances of class $k$), the class means $\mu_k$ (by the sample class means) and the covariance matrices (either by the empirical sample class covariance matrices, or by regularised estimators).

In the case of LDA, the Gaussians for each class are assumed to share the same covariance matrix: $\Sigma_k = \Sigma$ for all $k$. This leads to linear decision surfaces in between, as can be seen by comparing the log-probability ratios $\log \left( \frac{P(y = k|X)}{P(y = l|X)} \right) = 0 \leftrightarrow (\mu_k - \mu_l) \sum X = \frac{1}{2}(u_k^T \sum \mu_k - \mu_l^T \sum \mu_l)$

![Figure 3:7 LDA and QDA on generated datasets](image)

In the case of QDA, there are no assumptions on the covariance matrices $\Sigma_k$ of the Gaussians, leading to quadratic decision surfaces. If in the QDA model one assumes that the covariance matrices are diagonal, then the inputs are assumed to be conditionally independent in each class, and the resulting classifier is equivalent to the Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier. Figure 3:7 shows an illustration of how the discriminant analysis models will perform on three generated datasets namely moons dataset, circles dataset, linear dataset using a package called scikit-learn 0.19.1 (October 2017) [24] The plots show
training points in solid colours, testing points in semi-transparent colours and the accuracy of each model is in bold black.

3.9 Gaussian processes

The Gaussian process technique is one of the latest utilised methods in machine learning applications [88]. With Gaussian process, instead of creating a single function using an optimised weight vector, we yield a distribution of all possible functions given the training data [89]. To do this, we produce any collection of random variables where a random subset of variables has a joint Gaussian distribution. This technique is built on the assumption that all the attributes have Gaussian distributions. Gaussian process empowers the model training by using the covariance matrix of the joint distribution [89].

When predicting a value, the approach generates a Gaussian distribution with a covariance matrix produced by a kernel function. The kernel function describes how a feature \( y \) of a function changes depending on how all other features \( x \) change. In a Gaussian process, the model trains on parameters of the kernel function, instead of weight vector as traditional regressions. The most common kernel functions are the sigmoid and squared exponential covariance with all its various forms. Given a dataset \( D = \{(X_r, y_r)\}_r^p = 1 \), with binary class labels \( y_r \in \{-1, +1\} \), we infer class label probabilities at new points. Figure 3:8 illustrates a Gaussian process predictive model. Note that the best predictive probabilities relay on the relative density of the two classes, and not on the absolute density.

![Figure 3:8 Gaussian Process classifier](image-url)
3.10 k-Nearest Neighbour

K-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN, lazy learning method) is one of the instance learning techniques. Instance learning methods have three major properties. Firstly, during the learning process, they store all training data. Secondly, every new query is answered by comparing the new case to the training data. Finally, for each new case, a searching process in the training data for a similar case is executed. The k-NN prediction approach provides a typical simple example of methods working on non-parametric data (for which there is no prior knowledge of the statistical distribution of the data). The k-NN prediction process assumes the class of an instance is the same as the class of the nearest instance. K-NN uses a similarity metric to measure the proximity of an instance to another. Hence, the instances that have close proximity are classified in the same class [90].

K-Nearest Neighbour rule

The k-NN algorithm is a very straightforward method. The entire training dataset is stored. When a prediction is required, the k-most similar records to a new record from the training dataset are then located. From these neighbours, a summarised prediction is made. The similarity between records can be measured in many different ways. A problem or data-specific method can be used. Generally, with tabular data, a good starting point is the Euclidean distance as shown in Figure 3:9.
Once the neighbours are discovered, the summary prediction can be made by returning the most common outcome or taking the average. As such, k-NN can be used for prediction problems. Figure 3:10 shows an illustration of how the model performs on three simple datasets. The plots show training points in solid colours, testing points in semi-transparent colours and the accuracy of each model is in bold black.

In the k-NN rule, the K nearest instances are considered. In this approach, distance measures play the most important rule. Some of the most used measures are:

**Euclidean distance:** This is defined for real values and is based on the following equation.

\[
d(x', x'') = \sqrt{\sum_{r=1}^{m} (x'_r - x''_r)^2}
\]

**Minkowski distance:** This is defined for real values and a given q, and is computed utilising the following equation.

\[
d(x', x'') = \left( \sum_{r=1}^{m} |x'_r - x''_r|^q \right)^{1/q}
\]

![Figure 3:10 K-Nearest Neighbour on generated datasets](image)

### 3.11 Decision trees

Decision trees are a popular and widely used machine learning technique that implement the 'divide and conquer' approach [1]. Decision trees can be used for classification or
regression tasks, as an efficient non-parametric (from the point of the data) method. It has a hierarchical data structure, and the input space is split into local regions to predict the dependent variable [91]. The representation of a decision tree can be written as \( G = (V, E) \). It consists of the finite set of nodes \( V \) and a set of edges \( E \). According to [91] the graph must be directed, which means the edges must be ordered pairs of vertices \((v, w)\). The graph must be acyclic, which means it has no cycles. There is only one root node, which does not have any edge enter, and every other node has only one entering edge. There is exactly one path (sequence of edges) from the root node to any other node. The node that does not have a descendant is called leaf (terminal node). Otherwise, it is called an internal node, except for the root node as shown in Figure 3:11.

The root and internal nodes represent a test over a given data set attributes, and the edges correspond to the possible outcomes of the test. Terminal nodes can hold class labels for a classification process, continuous values for a regression process, or even models produced by other learning algorithms. The process of getting a prediction outcome starts from the root node. It navigates through the decision tree and follows the edges according to the results from the attribute tests. The prediction result will be received at the leaf nodes.

The decision tree has another important definition, which is the concept of depth and breadth. The average number of levels in the decision tree is known as the average depth of the tree. The average number of nodes in each level of the tree is known as the average breadth. The new definition helps us to assess the tree complexity. If the values of depth and breadth are high, then the complexity of the decision tree will also be high. The creation process of the optimal decision tree is considered to be a complex and a hard task. In 1976, Hayfil reported that producing a minimal binary tree, regarding the expected number of tests, is an NP-complete problem. In 1996, Hancock et al. showed that constructing a minimal decision tree consistent with the training set is an NP-complete problem [92]. In 2000, Zantema and Bodlaender reported that finding a minimal decision tree for a given decision tree is an NP-complete problem [93]. These research works claimed that building an optimal decision tree using a brute-force approach is a complicated issue. Efficient techniques have been developed as heuristics to overcome the problem of growing decision trees. Such heuristics are based on a top-down induction method for instance.
One of the important works conducted within a top-down induction approach is Hunt's concept learning system framework (CLS) [94]. CLS is used for the prediction process to minimise the cost of classifying an object. In other words, it can minimise the cost of determining the value of a certain attribute exhibited by the object, and the cost of classifying an object to the right class if it was originally classified to the wrong class. Hunt's technique can be recursively represented in two steps. Assume X to be the set of training instances associated with node t and the class labels represented by k = \{k_1, k_2, k_3, \ldots k_i\} [79]. If all the instances in X_t belong to the same class k_t then t is a leaf node that will be labelled k_t. If X_t contains the instance that belongs to more than one class, the attribute test condition is done to partition the instances into smaller subsets. A child node is created for each outcome of the test condition, and the instances will be distributed across the nodes based on the results. Then the algorithm is recursively applied to each child node [94].

Hunt's algorithm is almost the basis for all top-down decision tree induction algorithms. Many improvements have been made to Hunt's algorithm. The most critical problem is the stopping criterion; as mentioned in the algorithm the stopping point needs all leaf nodes to be pure. This issue may cause an over-fitting problem. To solve this problem, we try to find the minimum level of impurity that could be reached. In addition, we can process a pruning step after the tree has been grown. Another critical question is how to select the attribute test condition to partition the instances into smaller subsets.

The process of creation of the decision tree is to produce patterns to help us classify unseen data in the future. These patterns are placed in the root node in which the tree starts growing. The most important point in creating top-down induction decision trees is selecting attributes for splitting a node into subsets. There are two common types of decision trees: univariate (axis-parallel) and multivariate (oblique). The univariate's goal is to choose the attributes that better discriminate the input data [95]. There are many univariate criteria. Some criteria are based on the origin of the measure, such as information theory, dependence, and distance. Some criteria are based on the measuring structure, such as impurity-based criteria, normalised impurity-based criteria, and binary criteria. The multivariate's goal is to find a combination of attributes that have a good dis-
criminatory power. Many of the multivariate splitting criteria are based on the linear combination of the input attributes. The best linear combination can be performed using a greedy search, linear programming, linear discrimination analysis, etc.

Figure 3:11 Decision tree for the weather problem

### Decision tree learning algorithms

There are many top-down decision trees algorithms such as CART [26], ID3 [51], and C4.5 [27]. There are two important concepts, namely the growing phase and pruning phase. Some of the algorithms apply the two concepts, such as C4.5 and CART. However, the other inducers implement the growing phase. All these algorithms are top-down induced using the divide and conquer concept. The selection of the most suitable function is made by some splitting measure as explained before. The splitting continues until either no more splitting is possible or the stopping criteria is satisfied.

A decision tree is a classifier based on the attribute values pairs [1]. Each node in the decision tree represents an attribute in the dataset. The branches represent the values that the attribute (node) can take. The prediction process starts at the root node and then sorts them based on their attribute values. The decision tree in Figure 3:11 gives an example of how decision trees classify some weather data to decide if it is a good day for playing golf or not.

The top-down greedy search algorithms for building a decision tree recursively divide the training data into subsets based on the attribute that will best classify the training data, which initially forms the root node of the decision tree. The algorithm is then repeated recursively on each partition of the divided data to create a sub-tree. At each level in the partition process, a statistical measure is evaluated to find the best attribute.
The standard procedure for building the decision tree is to check all attributes in the training set for the attribute that helps the most in reducing uncertainty in taking a decision. Entropy is a unique function that satisfies the four axioms of uncertainty [96]. It represents the average amount of information when coding each class into a code word.

In our weather example, there are four predictor variables (outlook, temperature, wind, and humidity), which are used to predict the class variable. For each node in the decision tree, we have to decide which attribute is being used to split it. We have to determine whether we will split the node or turn it into a leaf node. Figure 3:11 shows the decision tree for the weather problem. There are many ways for determining an attribute used for splitting nodes, such as information gain, Gini index, gain ratio, purity, likelihood-ratio, chi-squared statistics, and other univariate splitting criteria. The most common methods are based on information gain and Gini index.

**Information Gain**

Information gain was proposed by Quinlan and is based on the entropy concept [51]. If the uncertainty in the system increases, it will be more difficult to predict an outcome generated by the system. In other words, if we have three balls of different colours, the chance of guessing the colour of a randomly drawn ball is 1/3. However, if we have ten balls of different colours, the chance of guessing the colour of a randomly drawn ball is 1/10. When the uncertainty increases, the amount of information needed to reach a decision (guess better) will increase. The average amount of information can be calculated through a mathematical measure called entropy. It means that if we have a high value of the entropy, it will indicate more information and in turn more uncertainty. The mathematical equation used to calculate entropy is:

$$H(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} Pr(x_i) \log(Pr(x_i))$$

Where $Pr$ is a probability distribution. If we have 20 instances in our weather problem, the entropy at the root node will be:

$$Entropy \ at \ root = -\frac{5}{20} \times \log_2\left(\frac{5}{20}\right) - \frac{15}{20} \times \log_2\left(\frac{5}{20}\right) = 0.811 \ bit$$
In the next step, we will determine the attribute that we can use for the split in a node. This will be the attribute that corresponds to the largest reduction in entropy, which defines the so-called Information Gain (IG). IG is calculated mathematically as follows:

\[
IG(\text{attribute}_x) = \text{entropy (Current node)} - \sum_{i}^{n} \Pr(\text{Child node}_i) \times \text{entropy(Child node)}_i
\]

Assume we have five instances in sunny, four occurring in overcast, and five instances in rainy classes. IG for outlook is 0.247 bits, for temperature is 0.029 bits, for windy is 0.048 bits, and for humidity is 0.152 bits. Finally, we will select for the split in the current node (the decision tree root in our example) the attribute that leads to a maximum IG, that is, the outlook attribute.

**Gini index**

Gini index is another conventional approach for selecting the attribute to split; it was proposed by Breiman et al. [26]. The mathematical equation giving the Gini index is:

\[
Gini(x) = 1 - (Pr_1^2 + Pr_2^2 + Pr_3^2 + \cdots + Pr_k^2)
\]

Where \(Pr\)s are the relative frequencies of classes. We should calculate the Gini index for each possible attribute in relation to a specific node. The mathematical equation is:

\[
Gini(\text{attribute}_x) = \sum_{i}^{n} \Pr(\text{Child node}_i) \times Gini(\text{Child node})_i
\]

The Gini index value for outlook is 0.446, for humidity is 0.367, for windy is 0.428 and for temperature is 0.4403. The best Gini value is the smallest one, which corresponds to humidity, so this is used to split the root node. It is clear that choosing the root node using information gain is different from when using the Gini index. However, in both (and other splitting criteria) cases, the tree grows recursively by finding the roots of the subtrees, as proceeded above.

3.11.1 C4.5 algorithm

In 1993, the C4.5 algorithm was proposed by Quinlan [27]. To grow the decision tree recursively, the algorithm uses the information gain or the gain ration splitting criteria.
The resulting decision tree can also be converted into a set of rules. Each rule represents a path from the root node to a leaf. The algorithm tries to generalise the rule by removing any of its conditions that help to improve the estimated accuracy of the rule. The new rules are sorted by their accuracy and will be used in the stored sequence when classifying a new example. The accuracy of each rule is calculated on the training dataset. The accuracy is estimated for the rule from the training examples that it covers.

Figure 3:12 shows a simple illustration of how the decision tree models perform on several simple datasets.

![Decision tree classifiers on generated datasets](image)

The C4.5 algorithm (and its commercial extension C5.0) is equipped with mechanisms to prevent or reduce the over-fitting problem [23]. Two common approaches have been used for this. Firstly, the algorithm tries to stop training before reaching a point at which it perfectly fits the training data. Secondly, the algorithm may prune the induction decision tree, which is the most commonly used remedy [77]. Pruning is used to discard parts of a prediction model that may cause a random variation in the training sample. Applying the pruning methods makes the model more comprehensible to the user and leads to a better accuracy on new data. The mechanism that is used during the pruning process should be efficient enough to distinguish between parts of the classifier. Statistical tests can be used to determine whether an observed effect is genuine or there may be fluctuations in the sampling process. This, in turn, will help to decide to prune.
3.11.2 CART, CHAID, and QUEST algorithms

Some decision tree approaches have been proposed to predict categorical and continuous variables, such as classification and regression tree (CART), chi-squared automatic interaction detector (CHAID), and quick, unbiased, efficient statistical trees (QUEST) algorithms. A classification and regression tree (CART) is a binary partitioning decision tree that evaluates relationships between data to produce a model for the future data [97].

Unlike CART, CHAID was proposed to build non-binary decision trees, and it is used only for categorical variables. The CHAID approach applies merging and testing of independent variables to deal with the missing data, which may lead to an increase of the computation time. Therefore, if we analyse large datasets, CHAID will need more computational time. However, QUEST can create the binary decision tree faster than any other technique. In addition, QUEST requires ample memory space when it deals with large datasets.

The CART algorithm can handle missing values. It has been used extensively in the medical diagnosis field [98]. Such an example is an application of learning a decision tree for the severity of heart attacks and the appropriate treatment for patients [99].

The CART algorithm uses the splitting criterion known as the Gini index. CHAID uses the chi-squared test as a splitting criterion in selecting an attribute in a node, and Bonferroni corrections to account for multiple testing [100]. QUEST algorithm, in turn, makes use of the ANOVA F test for each numeric predictor, and the chi-squared test for each categorical predictor, when selecting the best attribute for a split.

3.11.3 Random forests

Random forests implement an updated version of bagging trees. As in bagging, the algorithm constructs a number of decision trees on the bootstrapped versions of the training dataset. However, a random sample of k predictors (k being fixed) is chosen to compete in a node of the tree. k is a parameter which can be tuned, but by default, it is equal to the square root of the total number of predictors \( P \) when we have a classification task, or its equal to the third of the total number of predictors of \( P \) when it is a regression task.

There are multiple random forests approaches that differ from each other in the way they introduce random perturbation into the induction procedure. In 1990, Kwok and
Carter proposed the first randomised induction algorithms [100]. They claim that the average multiple decision trees with different structures give better results than any of the decision trees in the forest.

In 1994, Breiman aggregated multiple versions of an estimator into an ensemble to lead to a better accuracy [76]. The output from his process produces a lower error. In 1995, Dietterich and Kong proposed a new approach to randomise the choice of the best split at a given node [101]. The output showed better results than bagging in a low noise setting. However, when the noise is important, bagging achieved better results. In 1997, Amit et al. proposed a randomised variant of the tree algorithm, which consisted of searching for the best split at each node over a random sample of the predictors [102]. In 1998, Ho improved on Amit’s approach. He proposed the random subspace (RS) approach to building a decision forest whose trees are built using random subsets of the predictors. This method achieved the best performance over the conventional random forests methods [95].

```
Select the number of models to build, m
for i = 1 to m do
    Generate a bootstrap sample of the original data
    Train a tree model on this sample
    for each split do
        Randomly select k (< P) of the original predictors
        Select the best predictor among the k predictors and partition the data
    end
    Use typical tree model stopping criteria to determine when a tree is complete (but do not prune)
end
```

**Figure 3:13 Basic random forests.**

Random forests algorithms present a few parameters whose influence has been extensively studied, as in [103], and are now well understood. The three most important ones are: (1) the number of trees, (2) the number k of predictors competing in a node, and (3) the tree depth. Usually, a large number of trees ensures the convergence of the ensemble-based model – and in practice at least 500 models should be developed; this number can be increased until the performance converges. In most cases of tasks at hand, random forest models are optimised according to parameter k. Random forests models show more
considerable stability and a lower variance in prediction than single tree models [104]. A simple random forests algorithm version is described in Figure 3:13. In addition, a comparison between random forest models and AdaBoost models on simply generated datasets is shown in Figure 2:14. This illustrates a tendency of the superiority of the AdaBoost models, which is often encountered in practice. However, random forests models tend to produce good results on highly dimensional datasets, due to the particularity of selecting random samples of predictors to compete in each node, which contributes to a good stability of these ensemble models.

![Figure 3:14 Random forest and AdaBoost on generated datasets](image)

### 3.12 Support vector machines

Support vector machine (SVM) is a state of the art technique in the machine learning field, which has also been used in many medical applications to improve methods for detecting diseases in clinical settings [105] [106]. Moreover, SVM has demonstrated high performance in solving classification problems in bioinformatics [107] [108].

In this algorithm, each sample in the dataset is plotted as a point in a p-dimensional space, and the best hyperplane that separates the classes accurately is chosen [38]. The hyperplane is defined mathematically by the following equation:

\[
\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + \cdots + \beta_m x_m = 0
\]

A prediction is made by using the hyperplane equation with the values of the new point. If the left-hand expression in the equation returns a value greater than 0, the point will be classified to the first class \((Y_r = +1)\). Similarly, if the left hand expression returns a value less than 0, the point will be classified to the second class \((Y_r = -1)\).
To identify the best hyperplane, the SVM algorithm identifies the so-called support vectors, which are points in the dataset that influence the separation hyperplane. Indeed, by maximising the distances between the nearest data points (the support vectors) and the hyperplane, it is possible to choose the right hyperplane. This distance between the closest data point and the hyperplane is called Margin $M$ [81]. Mathematically the margin $M$ and the model are determined as follows:

$$
\text{maximising } M \\
\beta_0, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \\
\text{subject to } \sum_{c=1}^{m} \beta_c^2 = 1, \\
y_r (\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \cdots + \beta_c x_{rc}) \geq M, \quad \forall \ r = 1, \ldots, n
$$

The optimal hyperplane that can separate the classes is the hyperplane that has the largest margin, which is called the maximal-margin hyperplane.

However, most of the time data points cannot be separated with a hyperplane in real situations. To overcome this problem, the SVM algorithm allows some points in the training data to violate the separating line, which leads to the concept of soft margin classifier, mathematically formulated as follows:

$$
\text{maximising } M \\
\beta_0, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \text{ and } \varepsilon_1, \ldots, \varepsilon_r \\
\text{subject to } \sum_{c=1}^{m} \beta_c^2 = 1, \\
y_r (\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \cdots + \beta_c x_{rc}) \geq M (1 - \varepsilon_r), \\
\varepsilon \geq 0, \sum_{r=1}^{n} \varepsilon_r \leq C
$$

The tuning parameter $C$ represents the allowed amount of violation of the margin. When $C$ gets smaller, the model fits better the training data, which leads to higher variance and lower bias. When $C$ gets larger, the model is more flexible which leads to lower variance and higher bias.

SVM technique also comprises capabilities to perform classification using a non-linear boundary and can do that efficiently by employing the kernel trick. A kernel intuitively describes the similarity between data points and the support vectors. In linear SVM, the dot product is the employed similarity measure. Other kernels can be used to transform the input space into higher dimensions, such as the polynomial kernel and the radial kernel. The use of more complex kernels allows different hyperplanes to separate the classes that are non-linearly separable in the original space.
3.12.1 Linear SVM

In linear SVM, the dot product is the kernel and can be written as:

\[ K(x, x_r) = \sum_{c=1}^{m} (x \ast x_r) \]

![Figure 3:15 A linear Support Vector Machine.](image)

3.12.2 Polynomial SVM

In polynomial SVM, instead of the dot product, the polynomial kernel is employed as follows:

\[ K(x, x_r) = (1 + \sum_{c=1}^{m} (x \ast x_r))^d \]

Here the degree \( d \) of the polynomial must be specified. When \( d \) is equal to 1, the kernel is linear. The polynomial kernel allows for curved lines to fit the input space.

3.12.3 Radial SVM

Another popular kernel is the radial kernel defined as:

\[ K(x, x_r) = \exp(-\gamma \sum_{c=1}^{m} (x - x_r)^2) \]

Here gamma is a parameter whose values can determine the model built with the radial kernel to create complex separation regions within the feature space as shown in Figure 3:17. Also, Figure 3:16 shows an example of a SVM with a radial basis kernel. In addition, Figure 3:17 illustrates a comparison between SVM with linear, radial and polynomial kernels on three generated datasets.
SVM is easily extendable for multi-classes classification by decomposition of this problem in 2-class classifications sub-problems. SVM is also extended to perform regression, a technique with similar mathematical formulations. Finally, we mention that in practice, SVM can be tuned by using grids on the parameters. For instance, for a radial kernel, one can build a grid of values for $\gamma$ and $C$ and fit several models and selecting the one that performs the best in a cross validation.

![Support Vector Machine with a radial kernel.](image)

Figure 3:16 Support Vector Machine with a radial kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input data</th>
<th>Linear SVM</th>
<th>RBF SVM</th>
<th>SVM Poly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Input data" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Linear SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="RBF SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="SVM Poly" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Input data" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Linear SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="RBF SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="SVM Poly" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Input data" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Linear SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="RBF SVM" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="SVM Poly" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3:17 Support Vector Machines on several generated datasets.

### 3.13 Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are broadly applicable machine learning models that are motivated by the biological neural networks [109]. ANN investigate the functional relationship between the input variables and output variable.

Frank Rosenblatt at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory invented the perceptron, which is the simplest neural network. A perceptron follows the 'feed-forward' model, meaning that inputs are sent into the neuron, processed, and a result is output [110].
The most common issue with neural networks is the time consumed for model training. Neural networks can learn their weights and biases using the gradient descent algorithm or backpropagation algorithm [2].

Figure 3:18 illustrates a neural network consisting of an input layer with two input nodes, a hidden layer with two nodes and an output layer with a single node. Each layer is connected to other layers from both sides. Some of them are input units that receive information from the data that they will attempt to learn from. Output units are on the opposite side of the network. Between the input units and output units are one or more layers of hidden units. The units are connected by edges (synapses) labelled with a number called a weight. The larger the weight (in absolute value), the more influence one unit has on another. Figure 3:19 illustrates how neural networks perform on some generated datasets.

![Figure 3:18 Typical architecture of Artificial Neural Networks.](image)

There are many categories of ANN used in research and practical applications. The most well-known ANN are one-layer neural networks, model-averaged neural networks [111], multi-layer perceptron [110] [112], radial basis function network [113], penalised multinomial regression [114], etc.
3.13.1 Deep learning

Deep learning is a new family of machine learning methods based on learning representations of data. Deep learning was developed based on sophisticated algorithms that model high-level features and extract those constructs from data by using a complex neural networks architecture [115].

In recent years, Deep learning has generated much excitement in machine learning research community and industry. Various deep learning architectures such as deep neural networks have been applied to fields like speech and audio recognition, natural language processing, and bioinformatics, where they have been shown to provide state-of-the-art results on most of the tasks [116] [117].

Deep learning usually involves many parameters, but it was designed to reduce the number of parameters the user has to specify by applying features selection and early stopping techniques. Variable importance of neural networks models is notoriously difficult to compute, and there are many pitfalls. Deep learning selects the attributes that best suit the model. The early stopping is usually set to let it end training automatically once a performance such as the area under the curve does not improve (specifically, if the moving average of length two does not improve by at least 1% for five consecutive scoring events). However, there are a few parameters that still need to be tuned, such as the number and sizes of hidden layers, the number of epochs, the activation function, and the generalisation techniques penalties L1 and L2.

While sigmoids have been used historically as activation functions for neural networks, deep learning implements further activation methods, such as tanh, rectifier,
and maxout. In addition, the L1 and L2 parameters could be tuned to prevent overfilling of the model.

Recently, deep neural networks have attracted widespread attention, mainly by defeating alternative machine learning methods such as SVM [38] in numerous critical applications, such as classifying Alzheimer’s disease [10] and classifying AD/MCI patients [118]. While SVM is still a fairly popular technique within the machine learning community, deep learning is gaining considerable attention in this community [119] [120] [121]. Deep learning methods are a type of representation learning methods, which means that they can automatically identify the optimal representation of the raw data without requiring prior feature selection.

3.14 Conclusion

This chapter provides pipeline for the data processing used through the thesis. It also gives a literature review of the existing algorithms for predictive modelling in the fields of statistical and machine learning. These algorithms include a wide range of algorithms such as linear regression which is the most traditional and popular methodology in both statistical and machine learning, Naive Bayes, Gaussian process, k-nearest neighbour, decision trees, random forests, support vector machine, artificial neural networks, and deep learning.

Statistical and machine learning algorithms offer great promise in helping organisations uncover patterns hidden in medical data that can be used to improve understanding, prediction and treatment of different illness. However, these statistical and machine learning algorithms need to be guided by users who understand the data, and the general nature of the analytical methods involved. Building models is only one step in knowledge discovery. It is vital to collect and prepare the data properly as well as to check the models with experts. The best model is often found after building models of several different types, or by trying different technologies or algorithms.
Chapter 4  Novel prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use

Over the last two decades, a significant body of research has established a link between cannabis use and psychotic outcomes. In this chapter, we aim to propose a novel synergistic machine learning and statistical approach to pattern detection and to develop predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. The data used has been gathered from real cases in cooperation with a medical research institution, and comprises a wide set of variables including demographics, and drug-related, as well as several variables specifically related to cannabis use. Our approach is built upon several machine learning techniques whose predictive models have been optimised in a computationally intensive framework. The ability of these models to predict first-episode psychosis has been extensively tested through large-scale Monte Carlo simulations. Our results show that boosted classification trees outperform other models in this context and have significant predictive ability despite a large number of missing values in the data. Additionally, association analysis and Bayesian techniques were applied to investigate how different patterns of cannabis use relate to new cases of psychosis.
4.1 Problem description

A number of US states have already legalised or are in the process of legalising the use of cannabis. Some other countries such as Uruguay have previously done so. Moreover, cannabis is currently one of the most used illicit drugs in the world [122]. However, research established a significant link between cannabis use and psychotic symptoms, and that cannabis use is the most preventable risk factor for psychotic disorders [123] [124]. In this context, any harm caused by cannabis use, in particular in connection to psychosis, should be quantified.

As such, more recently researchers sought to understand whether specific patterns of cannabis use (such as potency [125] [126] or age [127]) relate to a higher risk of psychotic disorders. One study estimated that nearly a quarter of all new psychosis patients in South London (UK) could be attributed to the use of high-potency, skunk-like cannabis [15]. The same study estimated that the risk of experiencing psychotic disorders is roughly three times higher for those who are daily users of cannabis and over five times for those using high potency cannabis daily, compared to those who are not users.

However, there is still scope for further understanding of the links between patterns of cannabis use and psychosis [128]. Most existing studies are only explanatory research strategies and not risk prediction modelling using machine learning algorithms. Moreover, many studies are limited by incomplete or inconsistent records, or a lack of detailed variables, but also by the methodologies used, which are based mainly on a number of conventional statistical techniques, such as hypotheses formulation and verification via statistical tests, logistic regression modelling, etc. These methods are traditionally well recognised and used in medical research, but in many situations, they do not match the enormous potential of the modern machine learning methods.

In this chapter, we propose a novel synergistic machine learning and statistical approach to pattern detection and to developing predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. The dataset on which we based our study was collected from previously conducted medical studies as described in [15]. It comprises a broad set of variables including demographics, drug-related, as well as several other variables with specific information on the participants’ history of cannabis use (see Appendix B).

Prior to the prediction modelling, a significant effort in our work was involved in the data pre-processing due to inherent challenges present in data collected in a case-
control study involving many missing values, multiple encodings of related information, a significantly large number of variables, etc. The prediction modelling phase consisted of investigating several machine learning techniques, such as k-nearest neighbours (k-NN), support vector machine (SVM) with different kernels, decision trees, bagged trees, boosted classification trees, extreme gradient boosting and random forests (RF), whose predictive models have been optimised in a computationally intensive framework. The ability of these models to predict first-episode psychosis, which is a novelty and one of the contributions of this study, has been extensively verified through large-scale Monte Carlo simulations in the same computationally intensive framework. Our results show that boosted classification trees outperform other models in this context and have a good predictive ability despite a large number of missing values in the data.

Then, the predictive value of cannabis-related variables with respect to first-episode psychosis is demonstrated in this work by showing that there is a statistically significant difference between the performance of the predictive models built with and without cannabis variables. We were inspired by this approach, proposed and implemented here, by the Granger causality techniques [16]. These are used to demonstrate that some variables have predictive information on other variables in a regression context, as opposed to classification, which is mainly the case in our framework.

Moreover, we investigate how different patterns of cannabis use relate to new cases of psychosis, via association analysis and Bayesian techniques such as Apriori and Bayesian Networks, respectively. Finally, we extended our approach by applying different cuts of the data sets to the selected prediction model (boosted classification trees) to examine how the prediction performances’ variation evolves.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 presents our approach to predicting first episode psychosis, based on experimenting with various machine learning algorithms and on computational intensive model optimisations. The section also includes the data pre-processing and investigates the outcomes of the extensive Monte Carlo simulations in order to study the variation of the model performances that may have also been affected by the presence of a high proportion of missing values in the data. In Section 3, we build optimised prediction models without the cannabis attributes to study if there is a statistically significant difference between the predictive power obtained with and without the cannabis attributes. Further, we
investigate and discuss further relationships between the cannabis variables and first episode psychosis. Finally, the directions for future work and the conclusion are presented in Section 4.

4.2 Predicting first-episode psychosis: a computationally intensive approach

The data used to develop our novel approach to predicting first episode psychosis is part of a case-control study at the inpatient units of the South London and Maudsley (SLaM) NHS Foundation Trust [15]. The clinical data consists of 1106 records, including 489 patients, 370 controls and 247 unlabelled records. Those described as patients were patients of the Trust who at one time presented with first-episode psychosis; controls were recruited from the local area through the internet, newspaper advertising, and by distributing leaflets. Each record refers to a participant of the study and has 255 possible attributes, which were divided into four categories. The first category consists of demographic attributes that represent general features such as gender, race, and level of education. Secondly, drug-related attributes contain information on the use of non-cannabis drugs such as tobacco, stimulants and alcohol. The third category is formed of genetic attributes which were removed from the analysis for the purpose of this study. The final category contains cannabis-related attributes, such as the duration of use, initial date of use, frequency, and cannabis type, etc. A complete data dictionary is represented in Appendix 2.

In order to build our approach to predicting first episode psychosis, the data required a set of pre-processing transformations, including feature selection, data sampling, data type conversions as needed by training certain types of models, and missing value imputation.

Prediction modelling consisted of considering various machine learning techniques which are suitable for this classification problem and the dataset, including K-nearest neighbours, support vector machine with different kernels, decision trees, bagged trees, boosted classification trees, extreme gradient boosting and random forests. The models were evaluated based on accuracy, the area under the ROC curve, precision, sensitivity, specificity, and Cohen's kappa statistic. All experiments, including model training and optimisation based on repeated cross-validations, and extended Monte Carlo
simulations based on split validations to investigate the stability of the performances of the models*, were conducted in a computationally intensive framework, using the packages R 3.2.3 (December, 2015) [129], RapidMiner 6.5 (Jan, 2016) [130], WEKA 3.6.15 (December, 2015) [71] and Apache Spark 2.0 (June, 2016) [131], by performing a parallel processing on a data science cluster of 11 servers based on Xeon processors and 832GB of RAM.

4.2.1 Data pre-processing

Data pre-processing was performed before modelling in order to rationalise the complexity of the data and prepare the data for use. The pre-processing consisted of the stages of rationalisation and refinement.

4.2.1.1 Rationalisation

The work of this stage sought to perform a high-level simplification of the dataset, and included several steps:

First, records that were missing critical data were removed from the dataset. This included records with missing labels (i.e. no specification of patient versus control group), as well as records for which all cannabis-related variables were missing.

Secondly, specific variables were removed from the data. This primarily involved variables that were deemed to be irrelevant to the study (such as those related to individual IDs of the study participants), and also included variables which were outside the scope of the current study (for example, certain gene-related variables). In addition, any numeric predictors that had zero or near-zero variance were dropped.

Lastly, we sought to make the encoding of missing values consistent across the dataset. Prior to this step, values including 66, 99, and -99 all represented cases with missing values. All such indicators were replaced with a consistent missing value indicator, NA.

*The study of the variability of the performances of the predictive models was required by the extensive imputations due to the presence of many missing values in the dataset, since we decided to include a superset of the attributes in the analysis.
4.2.1.2 Refinement

This stage requires several steps. First, the variables were re-labelled to provide more intuitive descriptions of the data contained within. Then, the variable types were made consistent across the dataset. In some instances, this involved converting characters into factor variables. In others, it involved taking an integer value, converting to a factor variable, and then labelling each category with its meaning. For example, cannabis frequency originally contained values of NA, 0, 1, and 2. This was converted to a factor variable where 0 was *Never used*, 1 was labelled *Less Than Daily*, and 2 was *Daily*.

In multiple situations, some variables had a similar meaning to other variables, yet there were often missing values for some records in some of these variables. Accordingly, a process of imputation was used to combine the information from related variables into one effectively. For example, two fields described alcohol use, but were inconsistently present across the records. These were combined in a way that created one variable that reflected whether the subject was a user of alcohol. This process was used to generate value-reacher and value-consistent fields related to alcohol use, tobacco use, employment history, and subjects' age.

After that, any attribute that contained more than 50% of missing values was dropped from the study. We then removed any record for which more than 70% of the remaining attributes contained missing values. The resulting dataset, after the transformations above, contained 777 records and 29 attributes. The 777 records are divided into 451 patients and 332 controls. A summary of some of these fields – specifically the ones that relate to cannabis use such as type, frequency, age first use, and duration – are seen in Table 4:1. The complete data dictionary is included in Appendix 2.

Finally, numerical attributes were discretised into several intervals. Discretising numerical attributes is a necessary step with this dataset to avoid creating inaccurate data during the missing values imputation process. This could occur because of participants, who never consumed cannabis, have missing values in most cannabis-related attributes. Such missing values could be replaced with inaccurate values during the missing values imputation process instead of the real value 'never used', which does not exist in the data. To avoid such circumstances a new interval called 'never used' was added directly to the categorical attributes. However, in the case of numeric attributes such as duration, these
attributes were discretised into different intervals, then a new interval called 'never used' was added.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime cannabis user</td>
<td>Ever used cannabis: yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age first used cannabis</td>
<td>Age upon the first use of cannabis: 7 to 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age first used cannabis under 15</td>
<td>Age less than 15 when first used cannabis: yes, no or never used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age first cannabis used under 14</td>
<td>Age less than 14 when first used cannabis: yes, no or never used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current cannabis user</td>
<td>Current cannabis user: yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis frequency</td>
<td>Pattern of cannabis use: never used, only at weekends or daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis measure</td>
<td>Cannabis usage measure: none, hash less than once per week, hash on weekends, hash daily, skunk less than once per week, skunk on weekends, skunk daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis type</td>
<td>Cannabis type: never used, hash or skunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Cannabis use duration: 0 to 41 (months)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4:1 Cannabis use attributes in the analysed dataset

Different discretising methods, such as by user specification, entropy, size and frequency were applied to the dataset. After comparing the discretising methods, we concluded that in order to build models that gain higher performance in predicting first episode psychosis, some numerical attributes were discretised by frequency and others were discretised by user specification. User specifications were suggested by previous studies [15] [126] [132].

4.2.1.3 Missing values and imputation

Although the dataset was pre-processed and attributes with more than 50% of missing values have been removed from the dataset, it still contains a large number of missing values. Of the 777 records, only 22.5% are complete records. This volume of missing information makes modelling more challenging, but often this is the reality in medical and social research. In this chapter, we used a superset of the variables that were explored in [15] in order to examine the efficacy of machine learning to deal with a significant number of missing values present in the whole collected dataset. A plot of the proportion of missing values is shown in Figure 4:1. Only two variables – the output attribute patient and the input attribute lifetime_cannabis_user – are populated completely. On the other extreme, the attribute children is missing values in 48% of the records. Missing values
can exist in medical data sets for many reasons. For example, the participants may be unable to fully complete a survey, or may want to abstain from answering certain questions, or do not attend follow-up appointments, etc. Alternatively, researchers may decide to add or remove certain attributes from the data collection process over time. Missing values mostly need to be imputed before applying pattern discovery techniques.

Figure 4:1 Summary of the ratio of missing values for each attribute

However, the predictive power of the data may depend significantly on the way missing values are treated. While some machine learning algorithms, such as decision trees [133], have the capability to handle missing data outright, most machine learning algorithms do not. Usually, in medical research applications, missing values are imputed using a supervised learning technique, such as k-nearest neighbour, after suitable scaling to balance the contribution of the numeric attributes. These imputation techniques do not have theoretical formulations but have been much implemented in practice [134] [135]. In this work, we opt for the tree bagging imputation from the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136] to impute the missing values in the training data sets which are generated in the cross-validations, or in the repeated experiments of the Monte Carlo simulations. This imputation process is thus repetitive, becomes a part of each model training and is therefore evaluated as part of each model's performance metrics. We should also note that imputations performed with k-nearest neighbour from the caret 6.0 package (January
2016) [136] led finally to slightly weaker predictive results than those based on tree bagging imputations, although the latter are more computationally costly as being based on an ensemble technique. This of course matters in a computationally intensive framework comprising an intensive model optimisation and extensive Monte Carlo simulations. As such the use of adequate computing power is the solution, and we benefited of it to handle this aspect.

As a final transformation of the data, since some prediction modelling algorithms, such as support vector machines, work only with numeric data, we transformed the input nominal variables into dummy variables, obtaining a dataset of 91 variables.

4.2.2 Training and optimising predictive models

For the purpose of developing optimised predictive models for first episode psychosis, we have considered a variety of suitable classification algorithms from the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136], from simple to state-of-the-art, including C5.0 decision tree [2] [133], boosted classification trees [137], bagged CART [76], random forests [104], support vector machine [2], k-nearest neighbours [138] and eXtreme gradient boosting [139].

In the view of model optimisation, the values of the parameters for each of the algorithms have been controlled by suitably chosen grids. Predictive models have been fitted, in a 10-cross-validation procedure, on each training set after tree bagging imputations of missing values on the same training set, and have been tested on each test set. The best performance models with their parameters have been selected for subsequent comparison. For instance, the random forests algorithm has been tuned for a fixed number of 500 trees and up to 44 attributes, and a value of 30 attributes was ultimately selected for optimal performance. Similarly, the support vector machine algorithm has been tuned for different kernels and values for the cost and gamma (also called sigma in an R package such as the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136]) parameters. The best model was obtained on the radial (RBF) kernel, with the cost 16384, and sigma $3.052 \times 10^{-5}$. 
Table 4:2 Summary of parameters tuned for each model.

A summary of the models with the chosen optimised parameters is shown in Table 4:2. The key performance measure was the accuracy (the rate of accurate classification), and we also monitored Cohen’s kappa statistic (the agreement between actual values and predictions, adjusted for what could be expected from pure chance) [140]. Summary tables of initial estimations of accuracy and kappa for all models can be seen in Table 4:3 and Table 4:4, respectively. These results are the average outcome of the optimisation procedure explained above based on a ten-cross validation. Based on these results, the models that were selected for further analysis were boosted classification trees (AdaBoost), random forests, and support vector machine with the radial kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Optimised Parameter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS Decision Tree</td>
<td>Iter = 70, Model = rules, Winnow = False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boosted Trees</td>
<td>Iter = 100, MaxDepth = 5, Nu = 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eXtreme Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>Nrounds = 50, MaxDepth = 3, Eta = 0.3, Gamma = 0, Colsample = 0.8, MinChild = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagged CART</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forests</td>
<td>Mtry = 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>Cost = 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Radial)</td>
<td>Cost = 16384, Gamma = 3.05e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Poly)</td>
<td>Cost = 64, Degree = 1, Scale = 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>K = 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4:3 Initial estimation of model accuracy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Radial)</td>
<td>0.4659</td>
<td>0.5479</td>
<td>0.5519</td>
<td>0.7052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.5266</td>
<td>0.5501</td>
<td>0.5586</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forests</td>
<td>0.4898</td>
<td>0.5479</td>
<td>0.5465</td>
<td>0.6823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xgbTree</td>
<td>0.5087</td>
<td>0.5384</td>
<td>0.5432</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.5014</td>
<td>0.5232</td>
<td>0.5211</td>
<td>0.5979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagged CART</td>
<td>0.4398</td>
<td>0.5032</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.6653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>0.4594</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.5078</td>
<td>0.6293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Poly)</td>
<td>0.4594</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.6544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>0.3191</td>
<td>0.3393</td>
<td>0.3564</td>
<td>0.5074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 Initial estimation of model kappa.

4.2.3 Monte Carlo simulations

Due to expected potential variations of the predictive models' performance, depending on
the datasets for training and testing, but in particular, due to the uncertainties introduced
by the missing values in the data, we conducted extensive Monte Carlo simulations to
study these variations, and thus the stability of the models.

On each training set, a tree bagging imputation was performed prior to fitting a
model with its corresponding optimal parameters. The models' performances consisting
of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, area under the curve, and kappa were
estimated on the test set in each iteration. The aggregation of all iterations formed various
distributions of the above performance measures. Figure 4:2 gives a summary of the
implemented methodology.
Figures 4:3 a, 4:3 b, and 4:3 c show histogram plots of the Monte Carlo simulations for the highest-performing models: support vector machine with the radial kernel, random forests, and boosted classification trees, respectively. Radial support vector machine models (see Figure 4:3 a) had a mean accuracy of 0.76, with a 95% confidence interval of [0.72, 0.80]. These models achieved a high level of mean specificity of 0.81 (95% CI [0.77, 0.84]). In contrast, random forests models (see Figure 4:3b) scored a mean accuracy of 0.78 (95% CI [0.75, 0.81]). Finally, boosted classification trees models scored the highest performance among all proposed models (see Figure 4:3). These models achieved a mean accuracy of 79.2% (95% CI [0.72, 0.84]) and a mean kappa of 0.56 (95% CI [0.48, 0.64]). The latter shows significant predictive information of the input attributes over first episode psychosis. We note a good predictive power and stability of these models, based on an acceptable level of variation of their performance measures evaluated across extensive Monte Carlo experiments.
As mentioned before, a significant proportion of this variation may be explained by the uncertainties in the data, represented by the high proportion of missing values still present in the dataset after the removal of the attributes with more than 50% of missing values.
4.3 Cannabis attributes' predictive information over first-episode psychosis

After performing Monte Carlo simulations, the best performing models were further analysed to better understand the predictive power of the cannabis-related attributes over first episode psychosis. Moreover, we investigated the link between cannabis-related attributes and first episode psychosis via association analysis and Bayesian inference-based techniques.

4.3.1 Predicting first-episode psychosis without cannabis attributes

We re-fit best performing models with the three chosen algorithms, but this time with the cannabis-related attributes represented in Table 4:1 removed from the dataset; the performances obtained with and without the cannabis-related attributes are compared using student's t-test. That is, the predictive value of cannabis-related attributes concerning first-episode psychosis is demonstrated by showing that there is a statistically significant difference between the performances of the predictive models built with and without the cannabis variables. We were inspired in this approach we propose here by the Granger causality techniques, which are used to demonstrate that some variables have predictive information on other variables in a regression context (as opposed to classification in this case) [16].

Our analysis shows that the accuracy of all models decreased by around 6% if the cannabis-related attributes are removed from the process of building the predictive models. If we compare, for instance, the accuracies of the best two random forests models obtained on the data sets with and without the cannabis attributes, the p-value obtained for the one-tailed t-test was 0.00006. We conclude that the model with cannabis attributes has higher predictive accuracy. In other words, the additional cannabis variables jointly account for predictive information over first episode psychosis.
4.3.2 Cannabis use and first-episode psychosis associations

To further explore the link between the cannabis attributes and first episode psychosis, we look into detecting patterns in data with association analysis and Bayesian inference techniques such as Apriori [141] and Bayesian Networks [87] using WEKA 3.6.15 (December 2015) [71].

![Figure 4:4 Top association rules.](image)

A repetitive fine-tuning of Apriori led to the detection of the top six rules, represented in Figure 4:4. The quality of these rules is expressed by their confidence estimates, and by 95% confidence intervals for these estimates. The rules represent patterns in the general local population in the mentioned area, since the data sample is representative of this area's population. The first rule states that if a participant were a cannabis user who consumes skunk daily, then there is an 85% likelihood that this participant is a first-episode psychosis patient. This rule shows evidence of a strong association between using high potency cannabis such as skunk daily, and first episode psychosis. If this type of cannabis is used daily or less often, then the likelihood of first-episode psychosis decreases from 85% to 79%, as expressed by rules 1 and 3 together. For a general type of cannabis which is used daily, the likelihood of a user to be a first-episode psychosis patient decreases from 85% to 74%, as expressed by rules 1 and 4 together. Rule number 2 supports findings from [15] [126] by associating the age of the first use of high potency cannabis (skunk) with the psychosis onset. Rule number 5, having 73% confidence, is consistent with findings from [142] regarding the onset of psychosis among cannabis users in relation to a cannabis consumption starting at age 15 and younger. Finally, rule number 6 expresses the finding that if a participant were a cannabis user who has used
cannabis daily for at least 6 months, then there is a 71% likelihood that this participant is a first-episode psychosis patient. The rules discovered in Figure 4:4 have presented to experts. They have confirmed the reliability of the discovered roles, as well as the novelty of rule 6 that associate the duration of the cannabis use with first episode psychosis.

Recently, Bayesian networks have been used in psychiatry as a decision model for supporting the diagnosis of dementia, Alzheimer's disease, and mild cognitive impairment [143]. We have applied this machine learning technique to detect further the interaction between first episode psychosis and the cannabis attributes. As such only cannabis related attributes were used as predictors in fitting the Bayesian network model, whose DAG is depicted in Figure 4:5. The model details suggest that duration and cannabis type are among the most predictive attributes. The Bayesian network probability distributions show that subjects who started using cannabis by age 15, and consumed cannabis daily for more than six months, are more than twice as likely to be patients rather than controls. On the other hand, subjects who started using cannabis by age 15 and consumed cannabis only at the weekend for more than six months, increase their chance by 1.5 times to be patients rather than controls. In addition, the model confirms that subjects who used skunk daily are twice as likely to be patients rather than controls. These findings further support the idea that cannabis use could lead to the onset of first-episode psychosis.

![Figure 4:5 Bayesian Network for cannabis variables.](image-url)
Several studies have linked cannabis use to the significant increase in the risk of psychiatric disorders, but the patterns causing the onset of first-episode psychosis are not always easy to determine. The present study contributed to several findings, some of which support previous works such as [15], and some others express novel/ previously unreported links between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis.

4.3.3 Cannabis use duration and first-episode psychosis associations

As far as we are aware, associating cannabis use duration with first-episode psychosis is one of the unreported links between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis. This led us to investigate further the relationship between the duration of cannabis use and first-episode psychosis. To do so, we first removed any participant who never consumed cannabis to determine the patterns of participants who consume cannabis. Then, we detected and removed ten outliers using Euclidian distance on the cannabis use duration attribute. Finally, the duration attribute was discretised into the same intervals that were applied above. Figure 4:6 shows a histogram of the cannabis use duration attribute after the preprocessing. It shows that participants who consumed cannabis for less than three months are 1.6 times more likely to be patients than being controls. In addition, by increasing the duration of cannabis use by the participants to six months, Figure 4:6 shows that the participants will be 2.3 times more likely to be patients than controls. Moreover, if we increase the duration of the cannabis use in the participants for more than six months, the participants will be 2.6 times more likely to be patients than controls. Finally, we conclude that by increasing the duration of cannabis use we detect an increase in the likelihood of being a patient with first-episode psychosis.
4.4 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to propose a novel synergistic machine learning and statistical approach to pattern detection and to developing predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. To our knowledge, previous studies on the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis investigated this highly important (and further to be revealed) relationship via conventional statistical methodologies and techniques and did not tackle the predictability of this condition in relation to cannabis use.

One direction of research explored in the subsequent chapters consists of investigating the impact of including sampling methods and post-processing techniques in order to enhance the prediction performance. Moreover, the ensuing chapters investigate into the first-episode psychosis predictiveness enhancements by considering Gaussian processes, neural networks, and deep learning approaches.
Chapter 5  A new machine learning framework for understanding the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis

Recently, several studies have begun to investigate the existence of links between cannabis use and psychotic disorders. This chapter proposes a refined machine learning framework for understanding the links between cannabis use and first episode psychosis. The novel framework concerns extracting predictive patterns from clinical data using optimised and post-processed models based on Gaussian processes and support vector machines algorithms. The cannabis use attributes’ predictive power is investigated, and we demonstrate statistically and with ROC analysis that their presence in the dataset enhances the prediction performance of the models with respect to models built on data without these specific attributes.
5.1 Problem description

Several studies, including Chapter 4, have begun to investigate the existence of links between cannabis use and psychotic disorders. In this chapter, we propose a new computational psychiatry and machine learning framework based on developing optimised models for predicting the onset of first-episode psychosis with Gaussian processes (GP) and support vector machines (SVM) from the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136].

This chapter differs from the previous one by introducing a novel framework and using more advanced machine learning algorithms that employ different kernel methodologies such as GP and SVM with linear, radial, and polynomial kernels. Furthermore, the framework we present here integrates data pre-processing, model tuning, and model post-processing with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) optimisation based on the maximum accuracy cut-off threshold, and model evaluation with k-fold cross-testing. This sequence of enumerated phases is repeated 2000 times for each GP and SVM with radial and polynomial kernels to study the potential variation of the performances of the resulting models. We also investigate the cannabis use attributes’ predictive power by establishing statistically that their presence in the dataset augments the models’ performances.

The aim is to develop a predictive modelling approach to help in understanding the link between first-episode psychosis and cannabis use. The dataset on which we based our study was collected by psychiatry practitioners and was used in chapter 4 [15]. It comprises an extensive set of variables, including demographic, drug-related and other variables, with specific information on participants' history of cannabis use, some of which are illustrated in Table 4:1.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Data pre-processing

The quality of data may significantly affect the performance of the predictive models [2]. In order to help improve the quality of the data and, consequently, of the predictive mod-
els, the clinical data is pre-processed. Data pre-processing usually deals with the prepa-
ration and transformation of the initial dataset. In this chapter, we applied numerous pre-
processing techniques such as missing values imputation, class balancing, and feature
selection to improve the efficiency and the ease of the modelling process.

Firstly, in term of missing values imputation, we applied random forest imputation
from the RandomForest 4.0-7 package (June 2015) [144]. Although this method is com-
putationally expensive, it enhanced the predictive power of the final models.

Secondly, the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) from the
DMwR 0.4.1 package (August 2013) [145] was selected to treat the unbalanced classes
that existed in the data. SMOTE chooses a data point randomly from the minority class,
determines the K nearest neighbours to that point and then uses these neighbours to gen-
erate new synthetic data points using slight alterations. Our analysis used five neighbours.
The results show that SMOTE leads to an increase in both the area under the ROC curve
(AUC) and the accuracy.

![Figure 5:1 Attributes’ predictive power with respect to Information Gain.](image)

Finally, we applied a feature selection technique based on the information gain
[79]. To do so, we evaluated the information gain for each attribute with respect to the
class. Such techniques are often used with forward selection or backward elimination,
which considers only removing the feature subset with least ranking values. In this chap-
ter, we apply information gain to filter out the attribute that does not have predictive
power regarding information gain. Figure 5:1 illustrates the attribute predictive powers
concerning the information gain. Figure 5:1 shows that attributes such as riskcan and
typefreq2, which are cannabis measures, are the highest ranked attributes while attributes such as gender are among the least ranked attributes. Initially, this indicates that some of the cannabis use attributes have more predictive power than some of the demographic attributes.

5.2.2 Predictive modelling

To develop optimised predictive models for first-episode psychosis, we controlled the values of the parameters for each of the considered algorithms using chosen grids. Predictive models have been fitted in a five-fold cross-validation procedure on each training set after pre-processing techniques were applied on the same training set and have been tested on each test set. Models based on SVM and GP were optimised to maximise AUC.

First, SVM models were tuned with different kernels such as SVM with the radial kernel (SVMR) and SVM with the polynomial kernel (SVMP). The optimal SVM models were obtained with SVMR after tuning the parameters cost and gamma over 10 values. The optimal values for cost and gamma were 16 and 0.004, respectively.

Then, GP models were tuned with different kernels such as GP with the radial kernel (GPR) and GP with the polynomial kernel (GPP). The optimal GP models were obtained with GPP, with the parameters degree and scale, and tuned over 10 values. The optimal values for degree and cost were three and 0.01, respectively.

5.2.3 Predictive model post-processing

ROC curves allow visual analyses of the trade-offs between a predictive model’s sensitivity and specificity regarding various probability cut-offs. The curve is obtained by measuring the sensitivity and specificity of the predictive model at every cutting point and plotting the sensitivity against 1-specificity. Figure 5:2 shows the ROC curves obtained for two of our predictive models, namely SVMR and GPR. The curve shows that SVMR performs better than the other model regarding the evaluation dataset.

Several methods exist for finding a new cut-off threshold on the ROC curve. In this chapter, we find the point on the ROC curve corresponding to the highest accuracy.
5.2.4 Overall modelling procedure

The modelling procedure used, which is based on pre-processing, model optimisation and post-processing, was successfully used in [17]. Figure 5:3 gives a summary of the implemented methodology. First, the dataset is randomly split, with stratification, in 60% and 40% parts denoted here by D1 and D2, respectively. Then, D1 is used for training and for optimising the model, as explained in subsection 5.2.2. Different pre-processing methods that were explained in subsection 5.2.1 were appropriately integrated into the cross-validation. Finally, to further enhance the model performance, the post-processing and model evaluation methods were applied to the optimised model using k-fold cross testing on the D2 dataset as shown in Figure 5:3. In the k-fold cross testing procedure, we produce k post-processed model variants of the original optimised model. First, we create k-stratified folds of the D2 dataset. Then, k-1 folds are used to find an alternative probability cut-off on the ROC curve with one of the three specific methods presented in subsection 5.2.3, thus obtaining a post-processed model variant. The remaining one-fold is scored with the post-processed model variant based on the newly found cut-off point. This procedure enhances the predictive models and ensures that the data for scoring are always distinct.

The main advantage of framework introduced here over other methods such as the nested cross-validation is that the new framework integrates two inner cross validations that act jointly instead of one inner cross-validation. This ensures keeping separate the data used for building optimised prediction, the data used for post-processing with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) optimisation, and the data used for scoring.
Another advantage (mentioned above) is that the new framework integrates data pre-processing, model tuning, and model post-processing with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) optimisation based on the maximum accuracy cut-off threshold, and model evaluation with k-fold cross-testing. Nested cross validations usually lack data that is used for model post-processing optimisation.

Figure 5:3 Summary of the implemented methodology with the k-fold cross-testing method.

5.3 Results

Due to expected potential variations of the predictive models’ performances, we conducted extensive repeated experiments simulations to study these variations and the models’ stabilities. The simulations consisted of 2000 iterations of the procedure explained in section 5.2.4. The models’ performances concerning the accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, and specificity were evaluated for each iteration.

The aggregation of all iterations yielded various distributions of the above performance measures. These distributions were then visualised using box plots in Figure 5:4 to capture the models’ performance capability and stability.
Figure 5:4 2000 repeated experiments simulations on Support Vector Machines with Radial (SVMR) and Polynomial kernels (SVMP) and Gaussian Processes with Radial (GPR) and Polynomial kernels (GPR).

In addition, estimations of the predictive models’ performances regarding means and standard deviation (SD) are shown in Table 5:1. We report results regarding models that are post-processed with ROC optimisation based on the largest accuracy cut-off method, as explained in section 5.2. The results show that SVMR achieved the best results with a mean accuracy of 0.83 (95% CI [0.78, 0.88]) and a mean sensitivity of 0.87 (95% CI [0.81, 0.93]), similar to the results achieved by GPP. The rest of the predictive models scored a mean accuracy of 82%, which is better than all the performances reported by our work in chapter 4. We interpret this performance improvement by the fact that our methodology presented in the current chapter was significantly enhanced and became more sophisticated with the addition of the approach we proposed explicitly for model post-processing and evaluation with the novel k-fold cross testing procedure explained in subsection 5.2.4.

Overall, we find that the models, especially SVMR and GPP, have good predictive power and stability, based on an acceptable level of variation in their performance measures evaluated across extensive repeated experiment simulations. In addition, the
results indicate that the performance differences between the different methods for selecting the ROC cutting points are not significant regarding the four performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy Mean</th>
<th>Accuracy SD</th>
<th>AUC mean</th>
<th>AUC SD</th>
<th>Sensitivity mean</th>
<th>Sensitivity SD</th>
<th>Specificity mean</th>
<th>Specificity SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVMR</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVMP</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPR</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5:1 Estimations of the predictive models’ performances.

After performing the repeated experiment simulations, we further investigated the predictive models in order to better comprehend the predictive power of the cannabis-related attributes over first-episode psychosis via statistical tests. To do so, we re-fitted our performing models but removed the cannabis-related attributes, represented in Table 4:1, from the dataset. Then, we compared the performances of the models built with and without the cannabis-related attributes using the t-test. We demonstrated the predictive value of cannabis-related attributes with respect to first-episode psychosis by showing that there is a statistically significant difference between the performances of the predictive models built with and without the cannabis variables.

Our analysis showed that the accuracy of SVMR decreased by 6% if the cannabis-related attributes were dropped from the process of building the predictive models, as shown in the right-hand image in Figure 5:5. If we compare, for instance, the accuracies of the SVMR models built on the data sets with and without the cannabis use attributes, the p-value obtained for the one-tailed t-test was 0.0006. This means that the predictive models with cannabis attributes have higher predictive accuracy than the models that were built without the cannabis attributes. This leads us to conclude that the additional cannabis variables jointly account for predictive information on first-episode psychosis. These results are consistent with findings from chapter 4. In addition, we demonstrated that there is a significant difference between the ROC curves of the predictive models built with and without the cannabis variables, as shown in the left-hand image in Figure 5:5. This also confirms the idea that the predictive models with cannabis attributes have higher predictive power than the models that were built without the cannabis attributes.
Figure 5.5 Left: ROC curves for optimised SVMR, with and without the cannabis attributes. Right: boxplots for 2000 repeated experiments simulations for optimised SVMR, with and without the cannabis attributes.

5.4 Conclusion

The advent of machine learning has so far proved to be of prime importance and capability in various fields, and recently in medical research and healthcare. This chapter proposes a novel computational psychiatry and machine learning framework based on developing predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis in the presence of clinical data including also cannabis use. We explored two types of state of the art machine learning algorithms, namely Gaussian processes and support vector machines. Models are tuned and further optimised via post-processing and evaluated with a k-fold cross testing methodology – a novelty introduced in our research studies [17] and presented in this chapter. To study the variation of the performances of the prediction models, the framework incorporates 2000 repetitions of the model building, optimising, and testing sequence. Experimental results show that the two machine learning algorithms lead to comparable models, with a slight advantage for support vector machines ahead of Gaussian processes, an advantage that is not statistically significant.

Our best models score an average accuracy of 83%, which is above all of the accuracy performances we achieved in previous studies, such as chapter 4. This chapter extends on previous work as in chapter 4 by proposing a new machine learning framework based on a novel methodology in which models are post-processed based on ROC optimisation, and evaluated with the recent method of k-fold cross testing which adopted from [17]. Moreover, in this new methodology, we developed optimised models with other powerful techniques such as Gaussian processes not addressed in chapter 4. We also
demonstrate statistically that the best models’ performances decrease if cannabis attributes are removed from the analysis. This fact is also confirmed and illustrated by ROC analysis.

A significant proportion of the models’ performance variation may be explained by the uncertainties present in the data, represented by the high proportion of missing values. Chapter 4 and chapter 5 propose a fix cutting off for the missing values percentage followed by imputations to replace the missing values. However, it would be interesting to investigate further in the next chapter how this prediction performances variation evolves by limiting the uncertainty in the data. Another direction of research that will be explored next chapter consists of investigating into the first-episode psychosis predictive-ness enhancements by considering artificial neural networks and deep learning approaches.
Chapter 6  Predicting first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use with artificial neural networks and deep learning

In recent years, a number of studies have investigated the existence of links between cannabis use and psychotic disorder. More recently, artificial neural networks and in particular deep learning have made a revolutionary step in pattern recognition and machine learning. This chapter proposes a novel machine learning approach, based on neural networks and deep learning algorithms, to developing highly accurate predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. Our approach is also based on a novel methodology of optimising and post-processing the predictive models in a computationally intensive framework. A study of the trade-off between the volume of the data and the extent of uncertainty due to missing values, both of which influence predictive performance, enhanced this approach. The performance capabilities of the predictive models are enhanced and evaluated by a methodology consisting of novel model optimisation and testing, which integrates a phase of model tuning, a phase of model post-processing with ROC optimisation based on maximum accuracy, Youden and top-left methods, and a model evaluation with the k-fold cross-testing novel methodology (explained in the previous chapter). We further extend our framework by investigating the cannabis use attributes’ predictive power and demonstrating statistically that their presence in the dataset enhances the prediction performance for the artificial neural networks presented in this chapter. Finally, the model stability is explored via simulations with 2000 repetitions of the model building and evaluation experiments. The results show that the average accuracy in predicting first-episode psychosis achieved by our models in intensive Monte Carlo simulation is about 89%, which represents a significant improvement with respect to the already sophisticated prediction modelling we introduced in the previous chapters. We account for this significant increase in prediction performance to the most powerful state of the art algorithms existing today in machine learning, i.e. deep learning algorithms.
6.1 Problem description

Artificial neural networks and in particular deep learning have revolutionised many areas that use machine learning. In this chapter, we propose a novel machine learning approach based on neural networks and deep learning techniques to develop predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis. The dataset on which we based our study was collected by psychiatry practitioners and has been used in previously conducted studies, such as Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Our approach features a gradual control of the limitation of the uncertainty present in the data due to missing values that are usually inherent in clinical datasets due to patients missing appointments, patients not reporting all details, etc. This feature involves considering different thresholds for allowed levels of missingness (per attributes and per records) in the data sets that we call 'cutting points', in order to examine how the prediction models’ performances may vary with these thresholds. Our approach is also based on a novel methodology of optimising and post-processing the predictive models in a computationally intensive framework. Furthermore, we extend our approach by encapsulating a novel post-processing k-fold cross-testing method, which is a contribution of our work described in chapter 4, in order to further optimise and test these models. The results show that the accuracy in predicting first-episode psychosis achieved by our best models in intensive Monte Carlo simulation falls between 85.13% and 91.54%, with an average of about 89%.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 presents our methodology for predicting first-episode psychosis, based on artificial neural networks, and deep learning. Our novel framework is also based on a novel methodology of optimising and post-processing the predictive models in a computationally intensive framework. A novel study of the trade-off between the volume of the data and the extent of uncertainty due to missing values, both of which influence predictive performance, enhanced this approach. Finally, we extended our approach by encapsulating the novel post-processing k-fold cross-testing method in order to further optimise and test these models. In section 3, we investigate the outcomes of the extensive Monte Carlo simulations in order to study the variation of the models’ performances. The section also builds optimised prediction models without the cannabis attributes to determine whether there is a statistically significant
difference with respect to the performances of the neural network models using the cannabis attributes. Finally, the conclusion of this chapter is presented in section 4.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 A trade-off between the extent of missing values and the dataset size

A trade-off between the extent of missing values present in the dataset and the dataset size needed to be investigated from the point of view of the predictive power of the models that can be built on the dataset. The intuition is that by using a larger subset of the available dataset in the analysis, one would obtain a positive effect on the performance of predictive models (since more data is used to build the models). Nevertheless, this larger subset may also encapsulate more uncertainty due to the presence of more missing values, which usually has a negative effect on the predictive models (even with imputation). Therefore, different cutting points, defined as the thresholds for the percentage of missing values (or level of missingness) allowed in attributes and records, respectively, were considered in order to study the variation of the predictive power of subsets of the dataset. Attributes and records presenting some levels of missingness up to the respective cutting points or thresholds, respectively, were kept in the dataset, and the remaining ones were removed. The considered cutting points for the records were 10%, 20%, and 100%. For instance, 30% in this grid means that we keep only the records that have up to 30% missing values in the dataset (and 100% means practically that all records are kept in the dataset). Moreover, the cutting points for the attributes were identified by first determining the percentage of missing values for each attribute, and then ordering these percentages and splitting them into 20 equal groups. The extreme values in each group formed the cutting points for the attributes.

Overall, these cutting points were applied to the dataset and compared with the performance of single-layer neural network tuned models in an attempt to determine optimal cutting points, which were those for which these models had the highest accuracy. Once these cutting points were determined, they were applied, and a final dataset was
thus obtained as the outcome of a trade-off between the extent of missing values present in the dataset, and the dataset size.

How exactly did we proceed to obtain this final dataset? Note that we do not perform a full optimisation on all pairs of cutting points for attributes and records to determine this final dataset (because training and tuning neural networks is a computationally expensive procedure), but merely apply a heuristic in our framework. Initially, we search for an optimal value among all the attribute cutting points, and apply it to the dataset. In our case, this was 92%. Then, we applied different record cutting points on the resulting dataset following the grid mentioned above, and we determined the best cutting point, which was 70% in our case. To compare the cutting points and select the best ones, the criterion was the accuracy of the single-layer neural network from the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136] which has been tuned on the training set (70% of the data), in a 5-fold cross-validation procedure, on a 10x10 grid for the number of hidden units, and decay values to prevent overfitting with regularisation methods. Random forest imputations of missing values were applied. The models' performances consisting of accuracy and kappa were estimated on the test set (30% of the data).

Figure 6:1 Model performance for record and attribute cutting points.

Figure 6:1 illustrates the process in which we observed a decrease in the performance when all the attributes were included or when the cannabis attributes were not present in the obtained dataset.

By applying the determined 92% cutting point for the attributes and 70% cutting point for the records to the original dataset, we obtained 107 attributes and 628 records.
divided into 360 patients and 268 controls, on which the main phase of predictive modelling with various algorithms was developed and presented in what follows. We note that the proportion of controls and patients in the final dataset are approximately the same as in the original dataset, indicating that the current dataset is representative.

6.2.2 Missing values imputation

The predictive power of the data may depend significantly on the way that missing values are treated. Some machine learning algorithms, such as decision trees [1], have the capability to handle missing data outright. However, most machine learning algorithms do not have the capability to handle missing data. In many situations, missing values are imputed using a supervised learning technique, such as k-nearest neighbour (k-NN). These imputation techniques do not have theoretical formulations but are often applied in practice [2]. Several imputation techniques, such as the k-NN imputation, the tree bagging imputation from the caret 6.0 package (January 2016) [136] and the random forest imputation from the RandomForest 4.0-7 package (June 2015) [144] were considered in this chapter. The last method, although it was the most computationally expensive, produced the best results regarding the performance of the final predictive models in this context of the obtained dataset.

6.2.3 Training and optimising (tuning) predictive models

For the purpose of developing optimised predictive models for first-episode psychosis, the values of the parameters for each of the considered algorithms were controlled by chosen grids. Predictive models were fitted, in a 5-fold cross-validation procedure, on each training set after pre-processing techniques were applied on the same training set and have been tested on each test set. Models based on neural networks with a single-layer, neural networks with multi-hidden-layers, and deep networks, were optimised (tuned) based on maximising AUC, the area under the ROC curve.

The single-layer neural network was tuned over 10 values of the size (i.e. the number of hidden units) and 10 values of the decay (i.e. the weight decay), which is the parameter in the penalisation method for model regularisation to avoid overfitting, similar to the penalisation method in ridge regression, based on the L2 norm [2]. The optimal values were 3 and 0.01, respectively. The neural networks model with multi-hidden layers
was tuned over 10 values for each of the 3 hidden layers (i.e. 10 values for the number of hidden units in each layer), and 10 values for the decay. The optimal values were 5, 5, and 5 for the 3 layers, and 0.01 for decay, respectively.

As for the deep networks, we employed the H2O’s deep learning software version 3.10.3.6 (June 2017), which is based on a multi-layer feedforward artificial neural networks model trained with stochastic gradient descent using back-propagation [146]. The deep networks usually contain a large number of hidden layers consisting of neurons with tanh, rectifier, and maxout activation functions. This type of model has many parameters, but it was designed to reduce the number of parameters that the researcher has to specify by applying feature selection and early stopping techniques. We employed deep networks using the method of Gedeon [147] to select the best attributes. In our experiments, the early stopping was set to let it stop automatically once the area under the curve AUC stops improving, in particular, when AUC does not improve by at least 1% for 10 consecutive scoring events.

Furthermore, a grid optimisation was used with the parameters that need to be tuned, such as the activation function, the number and sizes of the hidden layers, the number of epochs, and the 2 parameters corresponding to the L1 and L2 regularisations (i.e. the decays) for preventing overfitting.

The models were tuned overall activation functions, and over 3, 4, …, 25 layers and 30, 35, …, 50 layers. The number of units in each layer had the values 50, 100,…, 250. In addition, we used the values 2, 3, 5, and 10 for tuning the number of epochs. Finally, the parameters for the L1 and L2 regularisations were each tuned over the values $10^{-1}$, $10^{-2}$,…, $10^{-10}$.

After performing the proposed techniques, the optimal values selected for the deep learning model are rectifier as an activation function, five epochs, and eight hidden layers of 200 neurons each. As for the L1 and L2 parameters, the optimal values were $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$, respectively.

### 6.2.4 Treating unbalanced classes

When there is a priori knowledge of a class imbalance, one direct method to reduce the imbalance’s influence on model training is to select training set samples with roughly
equal event rates [2]. Treating data imbalances usually leads to better prediction models and a better trade-off between sensitivity and specificity.

In this chapter, we considered three sampling approaches to sub-sample the training data in a manner that mitigated the imbalance problem. The first approach was downsampling, in which we sampled (without replacement) the majority class to be the same size as the minority class. The second method was upsampling, in which we sampled (with replacement) the minority class to be the same size as the majority class. The last approach was the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [145]. SMOTE selects a data point randomly from the minority class, determines the k-NN to that point and then uses these neighbours to generate new synthetic data points using slight alterations. Our analysis of neural networks and deep networks modelling in this chapter used five neighbours. The results show that the up-sampling procedure yielded no real improvement in the AUC or in the accuracy performances. Simple downsampling of the data also had no positive effect on the model performances. However, SMOTE with neural networks models led to an increase in both the AUC and the accuracy.

As mentioned before, data balancing supports a good trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. Another method that helps to balance sensitivity and specificity, or a good trade-off between the two performances, is model post-processing through the determination of new cut-off points on the ROC curves [2]. Our framework used three such methods, which can be seen as post-processing optimisations of the models. The first method found the point on the ROC curve closest to the top-left corner of the ROC plot, which represents the perfect model (100% sensitivity and 100% specificity). The second method is Youden’s J index [148], which corresponds to the point on the ROC curve furthest from the main diagonal of the ROC plot. The third method, 'maximum accuracy', found the cut-off, which is the point with the highest model accuracy.

To further improve the model performance, a specially designed post-processing procedure and model evaluation were adapted in our modelling procedure. First, the dataset was stratified split randomly into 60% training data and 40% evaluation data. Then, the training data is used for training and for optimising the model, as explained in Section 5.2.3, in a cross-validation fashion, with AUC as the optimisation criterion, with and without class balancing. Different pre-processing methods such as missing values imputation and sampling methods as explained above were appropriately integrated into the
cross-validation. The optimal model obtained on the training data was then applied to the evaluation dataset in a specially designed post-processing procedure, the so-called k-fold cross-testing method presented in chapter 4 and in [17].

More precisely, in the k-fold cross-testing method, we produce k post-processed model variants of the original optimised model. First, we create k-stratified folds of the evaluation dataset. Then, k-1 folds are used to find an alternative probability cut-off on the ROC curve with one of the three specific methods presented above (top-left, Youden, and largest accuracy), obtaining a post-processed model variant. The remaining one-fold is scored with the post-processed model variant based on the newly found cut-off point. Finally, the whole procedure is repeated until all folds are used for scoring at their turn, then the predictions are integrated, and the model performance is measured on the complete evaluation dataset. We note here as an essential remark that in each such iteration of the procedure, the ROC optimisation data (the k-1 folds) and the scored data (the remaining fold) are always distinct, so the data for model post-processing and the data for scoring are always distinct [17].

6.2.5 Increasing model performance via optimised cut-off point selection on the ROC curve

As pointed out in the previous chapters, ROC curves allow visual analyses of the trade-offs between a predictive model’s sensitivity and specificity regarding various probability cut-offs. The left-hand image in Figure 6:2 shows the ROC curves obtained for both the single-layer neural network and the multi-layer neural networks. They suggest that the multi-layer neural networks model performs better than the single-layer neural network on the evaluation dataset.

Multiple methods exist for finding a new probability cut-off on the ROC curve. First, one can find the point on the ROC curve that is closest to the perfect model (100% sensitivity and 100% specificity), which is the point with the shortest distance from the point (0, 1) as shown in the right-hand image in Figure 6:2. To find the shortest distance, \[\left(1 - \text{sensitivity}\right)^2 + \left(1 - \text{specificity}\right)^2\] was calculated and minimised [149]. Another approach for finding an optimal cut-off point on the ROC curve is to find the largest distance from the diagonal to the ROC curve as shown in the right-hand image in Figure 6:2. This
is the point with the largest value for the Youden index, which is defined as (sensitivity + specificity -1) [148]. These are the two most popular methods for establishing the optimal cut-off [2] [150]. We used both of these methods, as well as the maximum accuracy approach, which determines the point on the ROC curve corresponding to the greatest accuracy (the blue point in Figure 6:2, right). In our analysis, the optimal cutting point was derived from independent sets, rather than from the training set or the evaluation sets, as shown previously. This is particularly important, especially for smaller datasets.

Figure 6:2 Left: ROC curves for 2 of our optimised neural network (NN) models: single-layer NN and multi-layer NN. Right: ROC optimisation post-processing of the multi-layer NN model, with 3 optimal cutting points: maximum accuracy, Youden and top-left methods.

6.2.6 Monte Carlo simulations with neural networks and deep learning

As in the previous chapters, we conducted extensive Monte Carlo simulations to study the stability of the neural network and deep network models. In particular, the simulations for each single-layer neural network, multi-layer neural networks and deep networks consisted of 2,000 iterations of the procedure included in the bold contour box of Figures 6:4 and 6:5. The models' performances consisting of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and kappa were evaluated in each iteration. The aggregation of all iterations formed various
distributions of the above performance measures. These distributions were visualised using histograms to capture the performance capability and stability of models, as shown in the results section. Figure 6.3 illustrates a summary of the implemented methodology with the k-fold cross-testing method and, a trade-off between the extent of missing values and the dataset size.

![Figure 6.3 Summary of the implemented methodology with the k-fold cross-testing method and, a trade-off between the extent of missing values and the dataset size.](image)

### 6.3 Results and discussion

We present here the performances obtained with our approach to predicting first-episode psychosis, investigated with Monte Carlo simulations conducted on an 11 server cluster running R 3.3.3 (March, 2017) and specific libraries for neural network and deep learning namely caret 6.0 (January 2016) [136] and H2O 3.10.3.6 (June 2017), respectively. We should note that in this section we only report results regarding models that either are not post-processed, or are post-processed with ROC optimisation based on the largest accuracy cut-off method only. The other two methods for post-processing, namely top-left and Youden, led to comparable results.

The results presented in Table 6:1 show that the single-layer neural network scored a mean accuracy of 0.80 (95% CI [0.76, 0.84]) and a mean sensitivity of 0.84 (95%
CI [0.76, 0.91]). In addition, the multi-layers neural networks achieved a mean accuracy of 0.81 (95% CI [0.77, 0.85]) and a mean sensitivity of 0.85 (95% CI [0.77, 0.92]). Figure 6:5 shows histogram plots of the Monte Carlo simulations for single and multi-layer neural networks with post-processing and performances evaluated with the k-fold cross-testing method [17]. The results indicate that the difference between single and multi-layer neural networks is not significant regarding the four performances. Overall, we remark on a good predictive power and stability of these models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-layers neural network</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-layers neural networks</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep networks</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6:1 Estimations of the predictive models’ performances.

(a) Multi-layers neural networks  (b) Single layer neural networks
Figure 6:4 2000 Monte Carlo simulation for neural networks.

(a) Deep network without post-processing  (b) Deep network with post-processing
Figure 6:5 2000 Monte Carlo simulation for deep networks.
6.3.1 Attributes’ predictive power with respect to neural networks models and the t-test, and with the ROC approach

In this subsection, we evaluate the predictive power of the attributes (including cannabis-related predictors) with respect to the first-episode psychosis.

6.3.1.1 Student’s t-test

We now use the t-test to evaluate the predicting effect of the cannabis-related attributes on first episode psychosis with respect to the neural networks models developed in this chapter. Concretely, we show a statistically significant difference between the performances of the predictive models built with and without the cannabis variables.

As such, our analysis showed that the models’ accuracy decreased by 5% for single-layer neural network and by 6% for the multi-neural networks and deep learning, if the cannabis-related attributes were removed from the process of building the predictive models. Then, we compared the accuracies of the single-layer neural network models built on the datasets with and without the cannabis-related attributes using the one-tailed t-test. The p-value obtained for the t-test was $7.1 \times 10^{-203}$. As for the multi-layer neural networks models built on the datasets with and without the cannabis use attributes, the p-value obtained for the one-tailed t-test was $2.1 \times 10^{-37}$. Finally, the p-value with a value of $4.2 \times 10^{-17}$ was obtained for the one-tailed t-test when deep learning models were applied with and without the cannabis attributes.

This means that the predictive models with cannabis attributes have higher predictive accuracy than the models that were built without the cannabis attributes. In other words, the additional cannabis variables jointly account for predictive information over first-episode psychosis also based on the neural network models. These results are consistent with results of the analyses presented in the previous chapters based on overall distinct methodologies and learning algorithms.
6.3.1.2 *Ranking attributes’ importance with the ROC curve approach*

For a further understanding of which variables affect first-episode psychosis, we conducted an analysis using the ROC curve approach [2]. We measured the individual importance of all attributes in the dataset to discover those that yield significant improvements in the model predictive power. To do so, the ROC curve is considered in relation to each attribute. Then, a series of cut-offs is applied to the data to predict the class. The sensitivity and specificity are calculated for each cut-off, and the ROC curve is computed. Finally, the area under the curve is used as a measure of variable importance. Table 6:2 shows the top 10 attributes ranked by the ROC curve approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>riskcan0.1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotCANTYPE2.1</td>
<td>90.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_use.hash</td>
<td>88.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totfreq2.1</td>
<td>87.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration.3</td>
<td>85.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education. University_professional qualifications</td>
<td>85.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totfreq2.2</td>
<td>84.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bullying.no</td>
<td>78.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>72.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homeless.1</td>
<td>72.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6:2 ROC curve attribute importance.

The results in Table 6:2 support prior evidence that cannabis attributes, such as the type of the cannabis used and the frequency of usage, have significant power in predicting first-episode psychosis. For example, the results in Table 6:2 support findings from [15] by associating the type of cannabis, especially high-potency cannabis, with the onset of psychosis. In addition, duration.3 in Table 6:2, which represents the duration of cannabis use, is consistent with findings from chapter 4.

6.4 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to propose a novel machine learning approach to developing predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis with neural net-
works and deep learning. To our knowledge, previous studies on the link between cannabis use and first-episode psychosis investigated this highly important relationship via conventional statistical methodologies and techniques and did not tackle the predictability of this condition in relation to cannabis use. An exception is constituted by our contributions in chapter 4 and chapter 5, which are the first studies to predict first episode-psychosis using machine learning. They are based on support vector machines, bagged trees, boosted classification trees, eXtreme gradient boosting, and random forests. However, the accuracies in chapter 4 and chapter 5 were around 80%, and as such, less than all neural network and deep network models' performances achieved in this chapter.

In this chapter, we successfully classified first-episode psychosis from normal control with 89% accuracy (the highest performance) using deep learning. This solution proves the high potential in psychiatry of the applicability of machine learning, and enables researchers and medical doctors to evaluate the risk of and to predict first-episode psychosis, with its potential impacts on allocating medical attention and treatment more efficiently in an optimised way.

Our approach features a gradual control of the limitation of the uncertainty present in the data by investigating a trade-off between the extent of missing values entailing uncertainty, and the dataset size. Moreover, due to expected potential variations of the predictive models' performances due to the uncertainties resulting from the remaining missing values in the data, we conducted extensive Monte Carlo simulations to study these variations and the stability of the models.

Our methodology included novel contributions not only in the pre-processing and model optimisation phases, but also in model post-processing with ROC optimisation using three methods for finding the best probability cut-off, which, on one hand increase model performance, and on the other hand lead to balancing the sensitivity and specificity. The latter constitutes an issue usually when datasets are unbalanced. This methodology also incorporated our k-fold cross testing solution, a novel method we presented and employed in chapter 5.
Chapter 7  PIDT: A novel decision tree algorithm based on parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches

In the process of constructing a decision tree, the criteria for selecting the splitting attributes influence the performance of the model produced by the decision tree algorithm. The most well-known criteria, such as Shannon entropy and Gini index, suffer from the lack of adaptability to the datasets. This chapter presents novel splitting attribute selection criteria based on some families of parameterised impurities that we proposed here to be used in the construction of optimal decision trees. These criteria rely on families of strict concave functions that define the new generalised parameterised impurity measures that we applied in devising and implementing our PIDT novel decision tree algorithm. This chapter also proposes the S-condition based on statistical permutation tests, whose purpose is to ensure that the reduction in impurity, or gain, for the selected attribute is statistically significant. We implemented the S-pruning procedure based on the S-condition, to prevent model overfitting. These methods were evaluated on a number of simulated and benchmark datasets. Experimental results suggest that by tuning the parameters of the impurity measures and by using our S-pruning method, we obtain better decision tree classifiers with the PIDT algorithm.
7.1 Problem description

The decision tree algorithm is a highly efficient algorithm used in machine learning and data mining; the model produced by the algorithm is easy to understand and interpret, and it offers accurate results in abbreviated time. Different versions of the decision tree algorithm have been introduced in the last few decades, and it remains an attractive research domain within the field of machine learning. Such algorithms are useful in numerous contexts within pattern recognition and machine learning applications. In the medical field, for instance, decision trees have been employed to diagnose heart disease patients [151] and to predict patients who may suffer from psychosis as in chapter 3.

A decision tree algorithm simulates a tree assembly [1]. A decision tree consists of nodes that are connected via branches. The decision tree begins with a single root node and ends with a number of leaf/decision nodes; the nodes in between are the internal nodes.

In classification trees, each leaf node is labelled with a particular class. Each node that is not a leaf node applies a test on a particular attribute, and each branch represents a result of the test. The nodes are selected from the top level based on the attribute-selection measure [71]. For example, ID3 algorithm [51] and its extended version C4.5 [27] use information gain (which is based on Shannon entropy) to construct the decision tree; the element with the highest gain is taken as the root node, and the dataset is divided based on the root element values. Again, the information gain is calculated for all the internal nodes separately, and the process is repeated until leaf nodes are reached.

Unlike most machine learning algorithms, decision trees perform local feature selection on different sets of features. The selected feature should be the feature that shows the largest reduction in the uncertainty at the node [79]. The dataset may then be partitioned accordingly into sub-nodes. This procedure is applied recursively until it meets any stopping criterion, such as the minimum number of instances or the maximum tree depth. Choosing the splitting and stopping criteria are two open problems in decision tree algorithms.

To address the first issue, many decision tree algorithms have proposed different impurity measures as a splitting criterion. Most decision tree algorithms are based on the information gain function for choosing the best attribute for splitting the data at each node that is not a leaf node. For instance, the ID3 and C4.5 algorithms are based on Shannon
entropy [79], while the classification and regression tree CART algorithm is based on the Gini index [26]. However, one drawback of this kind of approach is that these types of impurity measures are based on only one fixed concave function for assessing the impurity in the datasets’ class distributions, which means they suffer from a lack of adaptability to various datasets.

Many studies have investigated the importance of the split criterion [152] [153]. These studies have concluded that the choice of impurity measure does have some influence on the decision tree’s efficacy. Inspired by these studies, we have proposed several novel splitting criteria based on parameterised families of strict concave functions that may be used as impurity measures. As such, we propose new parameterised impurities including parameterised entropy (PE), parameterised Gini (PG), parameterised Tsallis (PT), parameterised Renyi (PR), as well as parameterised AlphaBeta impurity (ABI) and parameterised GiniEntropy (GE) impurity. Their purpose will consist of being mostly reduced in a node after a split, which will dictate the choice of the most suitable attribute in that node. These methods indeed provide an innovative approach to improved decision tree performance, as this chapter shows.

As for the second problem, most practical decision tree implementations use a ‘greedy’ approach to grow the tree. Such algorithms would usually suffer from overfitting the dataset [79], and additional mechanisms are needed to prevent this. Several stopping criteria have been introduced to overcome this issue, such as setting the minimum value of the information gain to grow the tree with a C4.5 algorithm [71]. A number of recent papers have used permutation tests for different machine learning problems, such as studying the classifier performance [154], or in the feature selection process [155]. With the model overfitting problem in mind, in this chapter we proposed the S-condition based on statistical permutation tests, whose purpose is to ensure that the reduction in impurity, or gain, for the selected attribute in a node of the decision tree is statistically significant, and that the observed gain is unlikely to be at least that high just by chance. Moreover, we implemented the S-pruning procedure based on the S-condition to prevent model overfitting.
We integrate the use of our novel families of parameterised impurities for the attribute selection with the S-pruning procedure, and with the optimisation of the parameters of the impurity via cross-validation according to the accuracy performance, in a new decision tree algorithm that we call PIDT (parameterised impurity decision tree).

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the mathematical formulations and the general requirements for the impurity measures, as well as the novel parameterised impurity measures that we propose for use in selecting the splitting attributes in our PIDT algorithm. Section 3 introduces our S-condition and S-pruning procedure based on permutation tests, which enhance the PIDT algorithm to prevent model overfitting. Section 4 experimentally investigates the proposed parameterised impurity measures and compares them with conventional impurity functions, based on the performances obtained by the PIDT and conventional decision tree algorithms on a number of benchmarks and generated datasets. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and offers directions for future work.

7.2 Impurity measures

As mentioned above, a decision tree algorithm splits the dataset sample (at each node that is not a leaf node) into two or more sets based on the attribute that scores the highest gain (i.e. reduction in impurity) [156]. In the previous section, we mentioned two conventional impurities mostly used in decision tree algorithms, namely Shannon entropy and Gini index. However, there are also other impurities that are presented in the literature such as Tsallis [157], and Renyi [156]. A different work also proposed a generalisation of conditional entropy [158]. Considering these different studies based on a generalisation of conditional entropy, various impurity measures suggest that the choice of the impurity measure influences the decision tree’s effectiveness. In the following sub-sections, we provide the mathematical formulations of and the criteria for functions defined on discrete probabilistic distributions, to be impurity measures.

7.2.1 Mathematical formulations

Let X be an $n \times m$ data matrix. We denote the $r$-th row vector of $x$ by $x_r$, and the $c$-th column vector of $x$ by $x_c$. Rows are also called records or data points, while columns are also called attributes or features. Since we do not restrict the data domain of $X$, the scale
of this domain’s features can be categorical or numerical. For each data point \( x_r \), we have a class label \( y_r \). We assume a set of known class labels \( Y \), so \( y_r \in Y \). Let \( D \) be the set of labelled data \( D = \{(X_r,y_r)\}_{r=1}^n \). During the classification task, the goal is to predict the labels of new data points by training a classifier on \( D \). Now, let \( k \) be the total number of data entries in a node, and \( k_i \) be the number of data entries classified as class \( i \). Then \( p_i = \frac{k_i}{k} \) is the ratio of instances classified as \( i \) and estimates the probability of class \( i \) in the dataset in that node.

The primary purpose of the impurity measures is to express the degree of mixture of various classes in a dataset and then to help to define how well the classes are separated via a split in a node. As such, in general, an impurity measure should satisfy specific requirements. Breiman et al. [26] suggested that an impurity measure is a function \( Imp \) whose argument is a vector of probabilities from a discrete probability distribution (given by the class proportions in a dataset), which satisfies the following properties:

**Property A:** Strict concavity \( Imp'' < 0 \).

**Property B:** Maximality \( Imp' = 0 \) for \( p_i = \frac{1}{k} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \).

**Property C:** Minimality \( Imp = 0 \iff \exists i \mid p_i = 1 \).

These properties state that the impurity function should be a strictly concave function; they also express details of the maximum and minimum points of the function. Both Shannon entropy and Gini index, which are defined below, meet the impurity-based criteria:

\[
\text{Entropy} \ (D) = E(D) = - \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \ast log(p_i)
\]

\[
\text{Gini} \ (D) = G(D) = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i^2
\]

Several authors compared the behaviour of Gini index and Shannon entropy to determine which performs better; they concluded that it is not possible to decide which one leads to higher accuracies of the produced decision trees since the two measures have only about 2% disagreement in most cases [154]. Note that both Gini index and Shannon entropy are based on one strict concave function each, and as such they might not have
the flexibility in adapting to various datasets. We have also considered Renyi entropy and Tsallis entropy, both of which generalise Shannon entropy. They are described by the following formulas, respectively:

\[
\text{Renyi (D)} = R(D) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \ast \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i^\gamma \right) \quad \text{where } \gamma > 0 \text{ and } \gamma \neq 1
\]

\[
\text{Tsallis (D)} = T(D) = \frac{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i^\gamma}{1 - \gamma} \quad \text{where } \gamma > 0 \text{ and } \gamma \neq 1
\]

In the next subsection, we propose several families of generalised parameterised impurity measures based on the requirements suggested by Breiman et al. [26] and outlined above, and we introduce our new PIDT algorithm employing these impurities.

7.2.2 Parameterised impurity measures

As mentioned previously, the novel parameterised impurity measures (proposed below) are used to select the attribute that has the most effect on reducing the impurity by splitting the dataset in a node of the decision tree.

Our first proposed family of parameterised impurities is the parameterised entropy PE, which is formulated below, and is illustrated in Figure 6:1 for the case of the 2 class problems (the x-axis represents the probability of one class).

\[
PE (D) = E(D)^\alpha \quad \text{where } \alpha \in (0, 1]
\]

![Figure 7:1 Parameterised entropy (PE) with different values for α.](image)

The interval of variation for the parameter \( \alpha \), i.e. \((0, 1]\), was chosen to allow, on the one hand, a large diversity of shapes of the graph of the impurity PE, and on the other hand, to mathematically ensure the concavity of the impurity. The other requirements inspired by Breiman’s work [26], to which we referred in the previous subsection, are also met.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the impact of $\alpha$ on the shape of the PE curve. In particular, $\alpha = 1$ corresponds to the conventional Shannon entropy, while smaller positive values for $\alpha$ have an effect of diminishing the curvature of the PE curve around its middle section (the second derivative’s absolute value tends to decrease in that area), and of gradually transforming the curve and make it tends to a plateau for small values of the parameter (for illustration see the curve for $\alpha = 0.1$ in Figure 7.1). Intuitively, these changes in the shape of the PE curve suggest potential changes in choosing attributes in a split node of the decision tree, and this was confirmed experimentally when we implemented our framework. This situation happens because the process may give preference to different class probability distributions in the data subsets that are issued from the split. Parameter $\alpha$ clearly influences that splits will be created in the decision tree, and as such it influences the model learnt from the data, and allowed it to have more flexibility in adapting to the data than in the case of a fixed impurity such as the conventional Shannon entropy.

In the same manner, parameterised Gini, parameterised Renyi, and parameterised Tsallis are defined by using the following formulas:

$$PG\,(D) = G(D)^\alpha \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha \in (0, 1]$$

$$PR\,(D) = R(D)^\alpha \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha \in (0, 1]$$

$$PT\,(D) = T(D)^\alpha \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha \in (0, 1]$$

Note that since the concave functions that define the conventional Shannon entropy and Gini index are generalised by the proposed families of parameterised impurities PE and PG, respectively, the use of these families of impurities is expected, roughly speaking, to produce comparable or better decision trees in most cases than those based on the conventional entropy and Gini index.

We now define two more families of parameterised impurities based on two parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

$$GE\,(D) = G(D)^\alpha + E(D)^\beta \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha \text{ and } \beta \in (0, 1]$$

$$ABI\,(D) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i^\alpha \cdot (1 - p_i)^\beta \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha \text{ and } \beta \in (0, 1]$$
Note that GE combines arbitrary positive and not larger than 1 powers of the Gini index and of the conventional Shannon entropy, generalising these impurities, and offering further flexibility by using two parameters. Through the use of the two parameters, ABI family generalises the Gini index and also offers further flexibility in expressing various shapes of impurity. Note also that both GE and ABI fulfil, mathematically speaking, the requirements of impurity inspired by Breiman et al. [26].

Figure 7:2 illustrates, for the case of 2 class problems, the parameterised families of impurities PE and PG for various values of parameter $\alpha$ (see the top half), and the parameterised family of impurities GE for various values of parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (see the bottom half).

The above-parameterised impurity families are used in our novel decision tree algorithm, PIDT. In particular, the impurities define the criterion for selecting the best attributes in the nodes of the decision tree based on the largest decrease in impurity, from the dataset in the parent node to the datasets in the child nodes. This difference is the so-called gain, and are defined precisely in the next section when the statistical S-condition will be introduced. The PIDT algorithm uses one single selected family of parameterised impurities for a tree induction, and optimises the parameters of the impurity in a cross-validation fashion with respect to the accuracy performance.

In the next section, we develop an enhancement of the process of growing the decision tree with the PIDT algorithm and based on a novel statistical pruning procedure S-pruning that we introduce here as a useful tool to prevent overfitting problems.
7.3 S-pruning

Roughly speaking, the novel S-pruning procedure we describe here terminates some of the branches of the decision tree based on the outcome of a statistical test. In particular, this pruning method only allows the attributes that have a significant predictive power to split the node and grow the tree. Stopping the development of a branch is based on a certain condition, named here the S-condition.

7.3.1 S-condition

Let $X_c$ be the attribute with the highest gain $G$ in a node $N$. Roughly speaking, $G$ is expressed by the reduction in impurity after the split with attribute $X_c$ in the node $N$. More precisely, the gain is defined in the same way as the information gain for the conventional Shannon entropy in C4.5 algorithm [27]. The impurity is measured in the dataset before the split, and in the resulting data subsets for each child after the split. The impurities in all these data subsets are averaged with weights derived as the fractions represented by the data subsets out of the dataset before the split. The impurity weighted average is then
subtracted from the impurity of the dataset before the split, and the result defines the gain
G mentioned above. The gain is non-negative for all attributes due to the concavity prop-
erty of the impurity. Moreover, a higher gain may indicate a higher predictive power for
an attribute. However, we want to ensure that a higher gain does not occur by chance.
The S-condition defined here is a statistical mechanism to check this.

Let D be the dataset in node N. Then shuffle (i.e. randomly permute) the labels in
dataset D and measure again the gain for $X_c$. Do this t times so that a vector V of t gain
values is built. The S- condition is satisfied if and only if $G$ is smaller than the $q$ quantile
of vector V. When the S-condition is satisfied, the branch in node N stops growing and N
becomes a terminal node. This defines the S-pruning procedures.

Overall, the logic behind the S-condition is that if the gain $G$ is smaller than the $q$
quantile (for instance for a value $q$ such as 0.95 or 0.9) of a vector V of t gain values (for
instance $t = 1000$) obtained for $X_c$ using random labels (since they are shuffled or
randomly permuted), then $X_c$ is not considered to have predictive power according to the
data D in that node N. The values of t and $s = 1-q$ must be specified by the user, where t
is the number of label permutations (and thus equal to the number of gain values
collected), and the value of $s$ is the significance level (such as in the statistical tests). A
smaller $s$ will encourage more pruning. Intuitively, $s$ indicates how likely it is that the
gain of the selected attribute $X_c$ would have been acceptably high just by chance. Another
relevant quantity here is the p-value, defined experimentally as the fraction of cases in
which the gain obtained with the random labels was higher than or equal to the gain
obtained with the original labels of the records in D. Therefore, if the p-value is small
enough (e.g., the p-value is smaller than or equal to the significance level $s = 0.1$ or 0.05),
then we can say that the gain of the selected attribute in the original data is indeed
significantly better and, in consequence, that the gain is too high to have occurred just by
chance. That is, the null hypothesis of the permutation test is rejected in this case. As
such, attribute $X_c$ is considered to have significant predictive power, and the split takes
place. Note that the S-condition does not hold in this case.

On the other hand, if the p-value is larger than the significance level $s$, or in other
words, the S-condition holds, this means that the gain for the selected attribute is not large
enough to indicate predictive power, so the development of that branch is stopped.
Note also that higher q (or equivalently smaller s) results in oversimplified trees, whereas the opposite results in reduced pruning and larger trees. Because of using the S-pruning procedure, fewer nodes are expanded during the building phase, and thus constructing the decision tree is simplified. In addition, the decision tree has the advantage of avoiding overfitting while it is being built.

7.4 Comparison of decision tree classifiers with various impurity measures

We now compare several impurity measures with respect to their impact on the decision tree induction, including the conventional impurities such as Shannon entropy and Gini index, and the new parameterised families of impurities introduced here. We argue that the conventional impurities mentioned above have their flexibility limitations when used with various datasets. We also argue that, due to their flexibility, the parameterised families of impurities are better suited to the purpose of class separation. We test our novel S-pruning procedure introduced in the previous section. Finally, we demonstrate empirically that the proposed PIDT algorithm indeed produces better decision trees than the algorithms that use merely the conventional entropy and Gini index impurity measures.

This section also investigates the performance of decision trees as a result of parameter optimisation. To investigate the usefulness of the novel parameterised impurity functions, we tested them on different datasets and compared them with the conventional impurities mentioned above. To optimise the parameters of an impurity family, a grid search over a parameter space with 5-fold cross-validation was used to select the values of the best parameters.

7.4.1 Predicting first-episode psychosis with the PIDT algorithm

We chose the open-source library Weka (Waikato Environment For Knowledge Analysis) version 3.6.15 (December 2015) [71] as a starting point in implementing our PIDT algorithm with the S-pruning method option and parameter optimisation for the families of parameterised impurities above. In particular, the tree builder code was modified and extended to support the conventional impurities Shannon entropy and Gini index, as well
as Tsallis and Renyi, and we implemented the new families of parameterised impurity measures introduced in this chapter. The S-pruning method was also added. The PIDT software allows users to specify the family of impurities and values for their relevant parameters, or to choose the optimisation of these parameters. It allows specifying the significance level s and the number of permutations t when the S-pruning method is enabled.

The data used to develop our novel approach to predicting first episode psychosis is part of a case-control study at the inpatient units of the South London and Maudsley (SLaM) NHS Foundation Trust [15]. In particular, 5-fold cross-validation and was performed with and the S-pruning method. On the training set, SMOTE were applied to treat the unbalanced classes in the data. In addition, random forest imputations were performed on the training data prior to fitting a model with its corresponding optimal parameters.

The PIDT algorithm was run for different impurity measures and values for α, β, γ parameters (whichever apply), and significance level s. The parameter space for α and β was 0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.95, 1.0; for γ the values were 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1.5, 2.0, ..., 5.0; and the considered significance level s values were 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2.

Finally, the best-performing models with their parameters were chosen for the final comparison on the separate test datasets. The chosen optimised parameters were PE as an impurity function with 0.2 for both parameters α and significance level s. The best results scored regarding accuracy, kappa, sensitivity and specificity are 0.817, 0.629, 0.817 and 0.82 respectively. The results demonstrate that the novel PIDT algorithm could be used to construct more efficient predictive models for the first episode psychosis compared with the predictive one built in chapter 4.

Although the obtained results were weaker than all neural network and deep network models scored in chapter 6, PIDT still provides powerful prediction models with several advantages that neural networks lack. One advantage is the knowledge representation of decision trees such as PIDT is easy to interpret and explain to experts, which is not the case for neural networks. Therefore, the decision-making process itself can be easily validated by an expert. Another advantage of PIDT that it implicitly performs feature selection and require relatively little effort from users for data preparation compared to neural networks. Finally, PIDT algorithm learns very fast and neural networks learn
relatively slow. Because of these reasons, building PIDT is especially appropriate to support the decision-making process in medical prediction such as predicting first-episode psychosis.

7.4.2 Additional experimental analysis

In this section, more experiments were conducted with PIDT on five real datasets as well as on two simulated datasets. PIDT algorithm was applied to seven datasets, of which five were real public datasets and two were simulated datasets with different characteristics.

The real datasets from the University of California–Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository [25] that were provided to illustrate the performance of different impurity measures included the diagnostic Wisconsin breast cancer dataset, the diabetes dataset, the glass identification dataset, and a medical dataset for hepatitis and primary tumours [159]. Two datasets were also generated using simulation techniques in particular, based on Guyon’s proposed approach employed in various researches [159] [160] [161] [162] [163]. The simulated datasets contain a few thousand samples and different numbers of classes.

The PIDT algorithm was run for different impurity measures and values for $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ parameters (whichever apply), and significance level $s$. The parameter space for $\alpha$ and $\beta$ was 0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.95, 1.0; for $\gamma$ the values were 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1.5, 2.0, ..., 5.0; and the considered significance level $s$ values were 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. Finally, the best-performing models with their parameters were chosen for the final comparison on the separate test datasets. Table 7:2 shows a summary of the models built with the chosen optimised parameters, while Table 6:1 provides the summary of the models built by using conventional impurities. Bold fonts in Table 7:2 show the best results scored regarding the chosen dataset. The results demonstrate that the parameterised entropy (PE) could be used to construct more efficient decision trees compared with the conventional entropy impurity and Gini index impurity. In particular, PE led to better results when it was applied to the S-pruning method on most datasets. By looking at Table 7:1 and Table 7:2, we observe that the accuracy generally improved, and the number of nodes decreased for the models produced by the PIDT algorithm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Decision tree with entropy</th>
<th>Decision tree with Gini</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>No. nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima diabetes</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary tumour</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated data 1</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated data 2</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 Assessing decision trees built with conventional impurity performances.

In particular, it is interesting to observe that the accuracy tended to improve depending on the dataset, thus confirming that this performance could be affected by the method used for selecting attributes during the tree construction. Regarding tree size, this was diminished for most datasets. The best reduction was achieved for the Pima diabetes database, where the size of the tree was reduced ten times compared to the standard tree algorithm – which used entropy (as shown in Table 7.1) – and was comparable to the tree size discussed in [158]. Although the decision tree approach may not provide considerable performance improvements against neural network-based approaches, its value in terms of presenting knowledge and providing insight to medical practitioners is an important, high-value attribute in computational psychiatry context. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show example of pruned and unpruned decision tree for pima diabetes. We also note that our results for the hepatitis dataset produced more accurate results and a smaller tree compared with the results presented in [158]. Overall, PE and PR impurities, in conjunction with activating the S-pruning procedure, produce more accurate results and yield much smaller trees for most of the datasets as shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 that gives glass example of pruned and unpruned decision tree for dataset.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>No. nodes</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Impurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima diabetes</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary tumour</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated data 1</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated data 2</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Assessing decision trees built with the PIDT algorithm with parameter optimisation, and with and without S-pruning procedure activated. "-" mean values do not apply.

Figure 7.3: Unpruned decision tree for Pima diabetes

Figure 7.4: Pruned decision tree for Pima diabetes
Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to propose a novel decision tree algorithm based on parameterised impurities and statistical pruning approaches (PIDT). The novel contributions of this chapter are the following. First, it presented novel splitting attribute selection criteria based on families of parameterised impurities. These criteria rely on families of strict concave functions that define the new generalised parameterised impurity measures that we applied in devising and implementing our PIDT novel decision tree algorithm. Then, the chapter proposed the S-condition based on statistical permutation tests, whose purpose is to ensure that the reduction in impurity, or increase in gain, for the selected
attribute is statistically significant. We implemented the pruning procedure based on the S-condition, to prevent model overfitting.

This chapter proposed and tested the innovative approach to building optimised classification trees using novel parameterised impurity measures that generalise conventional impurities such as Shannon entropy and Gini index. The experiments were conducted on five real datasets as well as on two simulated datasets. The results show that by building decision trees using parameterised impurity measures with optimal values for their parameters, the predictive models primarily led to better performance in terms of accuracy than those built with traditional entropy impurity and Gini impurity. Furthermore, as an application for our research, we have considered using decision trees with the novel PIDT algorithm to build predictive models for first episode psychosis. The results demonstrate that the parameterised entropy (PE) could be used to construct more efficient predictive models compared with the predictive models built in chapter 3. However, PIDT may not provide considerable performance improvements against neural network-based approaches, its value in terms of presenting knowledge and providing insight to medical practitioners is an important, high-value attribute in computational psychiatry context.

The novel S-pruning method based on permutation tests was also tested here to overcome the overfitting problem and to produce smaller decision trees. The proposed impurity measures gained significance and produced much smaller trees when they were applied with the S-pruning procedure enabled. However, if the significance level s for S-pruning is set too small, it may result in oversimplified trees, which do not fit data well enough. The idea is that the significance level for the S-pruning needs adjustments to the data and the problem at hand.

Ongoing research regards the extension of our PIDT algorithm to ensemble-based techniques such as novel algorithms for random forests and boosting with decision trees built with the new families of parameterised impurities and statistical pruning, which will incorporate other enhancements currently under investigation.

Future applications of the new algorithms concern the prediction of dementia risk, a topic that has received considerable interest recently due to limited existing research and the immense potential in the prevention and reduction of huge medical and social expenditures worldwide. Such research developments are currently taking place in the research lab in which this dissertation work was produced.
Chapter 8  Conclusion and directions for future work

8.1  Conclusion

The objective of this thesis is to propose novel predictive modelling approaches to data-driven computational psychiatry. In particular, this document advances research in medical data mining via two phases. In the first phase, this dissertation advances research in data mining, mainly medical data mining, by proposing a novel prediction modelling and pattern detection approaches for the first-episode psychosis associated with cannabis use. This phase is built upon several machine learning techniques whose predictive models have been trained, optimised, and tested in a computationally intensive framework. They exhibited a good predictive power and stability based on an acceptable level of variation of their performance measures evaluated across extensive experiments encapsulated in a series of large-scale Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, the link between cannabis-related attributes and first-episode psychosis were investigated via association analysis and Bayesian inference-based techniques.

This phase also proposes a novel machine learning approach to developing predictive models for the onset of first-episode psychosis using artificial neural networks and deep networks. Our approach features a gradual control of the limitation of the uncertainty present in the data by investigating a trade-off between the extent of missing values entailing uncertainty, and the dataset size.

Moreover, several sampling methods and several methods for choosing the optimal cutting point on the ROC curve to improve and evaluate the prediction models’ performances were proposed in novel methodologies, which reflect our contribution to the state of the art methods in predictive modelling on the one hand and to interdisciplinary computational psychiatry research on the other.

As our best results, we successfully classified first-episode psychosis from standard control with 89% accuracy using state of the art methods in classification based on deep learning. This solution proves the high potential in psychiatry of the applicability of machine learning, in particular of deep learning, and enables researchers and medical doctors to evaluate the risk of and to predict first-episode psychosis, with great potential
towards developing personalised medicine in this direction, and in optimising medical attention and treatment.

In the second phase, this dissertation advances research in data mining by proposing several novel extensions in the area of data classification by proposing innovative parameterised impurity measures toward building more accurate decision trees classifiers with potential in developing new ensemble-based classification algorithms. The objective of this second phase is to propose new machine learning algorithms that are particularly suitable for medical research, in particular novel and enhanced techniques that produce models with high explanatory power such as decision trees or enhanced decision tree ensemble based algorithms that are able to perform well with highly dimensional data such as genotype data with millions of features as SNPs, which are increasingly present in medical research. An approach to building optimised classification trees using novel parameterised and generalised impurity measures and statistical pruning methods, was proposed and tested here with very good results. In addition, the results demonstrate that our novel approach with the parameterised entropy and statistical pruning could successfully be used to construct efficient predictive models for the onset of first episode psychosis.

8.2 Future work

Ongoing research regards the extension of our PIDT algorithm to ensemble-based techniques such as novel algorithms on random forests and boosting with decision trees built with the new families of parameterised impurities and statistical pruning, which will incorporate other enhancements currently under investigation.

Future applications of the new algorithms concern the prediction of dementia risk. In the United Kingdom alone, there are currently almost 1 million people living with dementia. There is no cure yet, and the condition has higher health and social care costs than cancer, strokes, and chronic heart disease considered together. Recent estimates show that dementia expenditure in the UK is £26 billion per year. Current thinking also suggests that 35% of cases of dementia could be prevented if predicted in advance and doctors and their patients take informed action [164].

Such research developments in predicting dementia are currently taking place in the Data Science & Soft Computing Lab in which this dissertation work was produced.
We expect that the novel methodologies presented in this thesis as a contribution to the predictive modelling field, with applicability to first episode psychosis prediction, will also be extended, adapted and largely applied in this computational psychiatry research topic of large interest concerning the prediction of the risk of dementia.
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**First-episode psychosis - cannabis clinical dataset**

**Data Dictionary (glossary)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>New Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patient</td>
<td>patient</td>
<td>Primary label for classification: whether or not a subject is a patient with first episode psychosis.</td>
<td>patient control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ageon</td>
<td>age_at_study</td>
<td>Age at the time of the study.</td>
<td>range1 [0 - 24.5] range2 [24.5 - 33.5] range3 [33.5 - 61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>gender</td>
<td>Gender of subject.</td>
<td>female male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birth_pl</td>
<td>birthplace</td>
<td>Was the subject was born in the UK.</td>
<td>non-UK born UK born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>Describe the ethnicity (from Genetic)</td>
<td>range1 [0 - 0.086] range2 [0.086 - 0.811] range3 [0.811 - 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>african</td>
<td>african</td>
<td>Describe the ethnicity (from Genetic)</td>
<td>range1 [0 - 0.033] range2 [0.033 - 0.178] range3 [0.178 - 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asian</td>
<td>asian</td>
<td>Describe the ethnicity (from Genetic)</td>
<td>range1 [0 - 0.023] range2 [0.023 - 0.817] range3 [0.817 - 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level_ed</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>Level of education of the subject.</td>
<td>no qualification GCSE/O levels vocational/college A levels university/professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| living_s | living status | Living situation of the subject. | 1 : Living alone  
2-7: Other statuses |
| relation | relationship_status | Relationship status of subject. | 1: Single  
2: Married/ living with someone  
3: In a steady relationship  
4: Divorced, separated  
5: Widowed |
| children | children | Number of children | Integer (range from 0-3) |
| homeless | homeless | homeless duration | 0 = Never  
1 = 6 months ago  
2 = 1 years  
3 = 5+ years |
| authorit | authorit | authority care | 0 = Never  
1 = 6 months ago  
2 = 1 years  
3 = 5+ years |
| family_h | family_hist_psychiatric | Does the subject have a family history of psychiatric illness? | No  
Yes  
Dementia |
| psych_y | family_hist_psychosis | Does the subject have a family history of psychosis? | 0: No  
1: Yes |
| bullying | bullying | Have the participant experienced bullying | 0: No  
1: Yes |
| alcohol | lifetime_alcohol_user | Has the subject has ever used alcohol. | 0: No  
1: Yes |
| copy_tob | lifetime_tobacco_user | Has the subject has ever used tobacco. | 0: No  
1: Yes |
| other_dr | lifetime_drug_user | Has the subject has ever used drugs other than cannabis. | 0: No  
1: Yes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>employmentever</td>
<td>Has the subject has ever been in employment.</td>
<td>0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy_can</td>
<td>Has the subject has ever used cannabis.</td>
<td>0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy_age</td>
<td>Age of subject when first used cannabis.</td>
<td>range1 [ 0.0 - 15 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>range2 [ 16 - 25 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>range3 [ 25 - 60 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current</td>
<td>Did the subject use cannabis within the prior month?</td>
<td>Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totfreq2</td>
<td>How frequently the subject uses cannabis.</td>
<td>0: Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Only At Weekends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2: Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotCANTYPE2</td>
<td>The type of cannabis used by the subject.</td>
<td>0: Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Hash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2: Skunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riskcan0</td>
<td>A combination of cannabis_fqcy and cannabis_type</td>
<td>0: Non User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Hash At Weekends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2: Hash Less Than Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3: Hash Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4: Skunk At Weekends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5: Skunk Less Than Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6: Skunk Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>How long has the subject used cannabis? (in months)</td>
<td>Decimal (range from 0-41).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age1st14</td>
<td>Age of subject when first used cannabis.</td>
<td>Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age1st15</td>
<td>Was the subject aged 15 or under when he first used cannabis?</td>
<td>Never Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>